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.CHAPTER I
- INTRODUCTION
Statement of Purpose
The purpose of this study is to determine the
-veracity and verifiability of evidence cited or alluded
to in the 1980 South Dakota State High School Champion~hip

Debate Tournamento

More .specifically, this study

.represents an attempt to find answers to the following
.questions:
1~

~ources

-

of and allusions to evidence as
2~

· ~ach

Can the researcher identify the specific

How complete is the oral

presente~?

documentati~n

for

of the identified citations or allusions to ·evi-

·-dence?
3.

How accurate is the documentation for each of

---· the citations and/or allusion_s?
4e

How accurate is the reported content of each

of the citations and allusions in those instances where
-- ~ocumentation

is complet_e?
~ Origin

and Justification

Gerald Ho Sanders, the Director of Forensics . at
-Wooster College, has noted that the research demands of
current competitive debate are much greater than they

2

-Were twenty years ago. 1 · With this increased proliferation
- of the use of

-

evidence~

questions have arisen concerning

-

the veracity of evidence.
Throughout nine years of personal experience in
competitive debate both as a competitor and as a judge,
-

allegations of the misuse of evidence have been witnessed .
.:Douglas Ehninger and Wayne Brockriede have addressed
··this misuse of evidence. They wrote that "Deliberate
falisification not only violates the principles of
critical deliberation but constitutes dishonesty of the
worst sort. 112

-

They have indicated that the implications

-

.for the debater using such evidence are that the dis-

covery of misused evidence " . •

o

.casts suspicion

-'.. on the integrity of the debater. 113
~designed
- ·~ within

This study is

to analyze the pervasiveness of this

practic~

a selected sample .
In 1964, William Ro Dresser conducted a study

~hich ~iewed e~idence practices in collegiate debate. 4
·James Benson later conducted a similar study dealing with
·Collegiate debate.
Purdue Uni~ersity. 5

His study was completed in 1959 at
This current study differs from

Dr e sser's and Benson•s studies in that (1) it is

~ both

-

--an evaluation of the practices of high school debate and
(2) it covers an event which occurred at a later date.
-Therefore, no possible duplication exists.

3

The current study is intended to provide insights
_-·-.Concern i n g t h e present p r act i c e s i n the u s e of e v i den c e
in South Dakota High School debate. By noting the
~-:verifiability and veracity of quoted material or implied

-

evidence, coaches and students alike may become more
4ware of the ethical and utilitarian considerations in
the use of

evidence~

Thirty years ago, Henry Lee Ewbank,

.and J . Jeffrey Au e r -n o ted the i mport an c e of g u a r ant e e i ng
~he veracity of evidence:
Properly conducted refutation and rebuttal
each important argument to searching
scrutiny and result in a judgment . based oo a
fair consideration of available evidence.b

, ~ubject

Procedures
lhe following procedures

wer~

undertaken in an

attempt to answer the questions raised under the

stat~

ment of purpose .
1.

A specific review of literature related to

this particular study was judged inapprop riate due to
- the nature of the inquiry. At the outset, the project
- ·involved viewing an event that had yet to take place,
therefore excluding the possibility of prior research
identical to the present inquiry.

However, research

·may have been conducted dealing with similar events. · Therefore, the following guides were surveyed to determine
if any related studies had been · completed.

4

Com rehensive Dissertations Index, 1961-79.
ommun1cation an the Arts. Ann Arbor:» Michigan:
.Xerox University Press,

-~-

Dissertation Abstracts International, XXVIII. Ann
__Arbor. M1ch1gan: Xerox Un1vers1ty Microfilms.
Dow, Clyde W. "Abstracts of Theses in the Field of
.S pee c h • 11 S pee c h Mo no g r a p h s , 1 9 3 0 - 6 5 .
Knower, Franklin H. "Graduate Theses: An Index of
Graduate Hark in Speech .... Speech Monographs,
1930-69.
Mulgrave, Dorothy Irene. Bibliography of Speech and
Allied Areas, 1950-60. Philadelphia: Chilton Co.,
BooK D1v1s1on, 1962.
Nelson, Max.
Abstracts of Theses in the Field of
_,~Speech . 11
Speech Monographs, . 1966 ..
11

Shearers Ned A.. Bibliographic Annual in Speech
Communic ation: 1970-75. New York: Speech
- Communica tion Associa t 1on ..
The only possible duplications that were found were
:indicated earlier (See page two)Q

As

w~s

previously

noted, this study differs from Dresser•s and Benson•s
;work.
~ -and

The current study appears to be original

in nature

intent and attempts to discover the answers to ques-

tions beyond those used by Dresser and -Benson.
2o

of evidence
~State

-

To determine the verifiability and veracity
quo~ed

and alluded to at the South Dakota

D bate Tournaments the following evaluative ques-

- tions were developed:
Ao

Are the source citations and evidence
allusions presented in a manner which allows
accurate identificatio~?

1.

Was the author cited?

5

B.

2:

Was the publication

3.

Was th e date of publication cited?
/

How complete was the quotation of _each of
the identified items offered as evidence?
1

0

2o

C.

cite~?

Was it quoted exactly as

writte~?

Was the entire text of the indicated
material orally presente~?

How accurate was the documentation for each
of the citations and allusions?

lo

Was the author accurately

2o

Was the publication accurately

3c

Was the date of publication accurately

reporte~?
reporte~?

reporte~?

D.

How accurate was the reported content of each
the citations and allusions in those _
instances in which docum~ntation was complet~?

~f

lo

Did the reading of the evidence accurately
relfect the ori-ginal source•s conten~?

2.

Did the reading of the evidence accurately
reflect the original source•s inten~? .

-

3e

.

The following criteria were developed to aid

in determining the answers to questions posed in 2. A.
A.

Source citations for books must include both
the author and the title of the book to be
considered adequately verifiable.

Bo

Sourte citations for periodicals must include
both the name of the publication and the exact
date of the issue to be considered adequately
verifiable.

C.

Source citations for government documents must
include both the name of the publication (i.e.~
hearing~ etc.) and the author (or speaker)
or page number to be considered adequately
verifiable.

6

D.

Source citations for pamphlets must include
the name of the publication and the origin
of the publication to be considered adequately
verifiable.

E.

Citatio ns for newspapers must include the
name of public~tion and the . exact date of the
issue to be ~onsidered adequately verifiable.

F.

Citations for other items must include the
name of the publication, the origin of the
publication, and the date to be considered
adequately verifiable.

4.

The following criteria were developed to aid

in determining the answers to the questions posed in 2. D..
A.

B.

s. -

For a quotation or allusion to be considered
an accurate representation of the original
source's content it must:
1.

Report the original material's content
without modification;

2.

or, in the case of a paraphrase, it must
not add any qualifying words that .are not
found in the original nor delete any
qualifying words found in the original
content that could change the interpretation of said material.

For a quotation or allusion to be considered
an accurate representation of the original
source's intent it must:
1.

not alter the wording of the material to
alter the interpretation of the material;

2.

not take individual portions of the work
which may be accurate, but do not conform
to the intent of the work as a whole;

3.

or, in the case .of a paraphrase, not add
or delete any qualifying words that could
alter the original source's intent;

A field study was initiated to find the

answers to the questions found in the statement of ·purpose.

7

... The study was conducted at the South Dakota High School
-. Championship Debate Tournament held in Huron. South
-_Dakota, on February 29 and March 1, 1980o
Permission was granted to conduct the study by
.Ralph

Wilkinson~

-

Assistant Executive Secretary of the

- South Dakota High School Activities Association.
The following materials were used in collecting
the samples for the -study :
A.

Fourteen 120-minute cassette tapes (sixty

c:.mi n u t e s e a c h s i d e )

~ the

51 _

and

B.

Eight cassette tape recorders.

Co

All recorders and tapes were tested prior to

actual tournament and found to be in working con-

.-di t ion ..

6.,

The recording was accomp 1 i shed in the fo 1·1ow-

ing manner:
Ac

All

quarter-final~

rounds were recorded in both

11

semi-final. and final
A11 and

11

-

B11 debate divisions.

-After four preliminary rounds had been completed, the
top eight teams determined by win-loss records advanced
into the
·~ winners

quarte~-final

of the quarter-final rounds advanced into the

~emi-finals.
· ~ounds

rounds in each division. - The

Finally. the winners of the semi-final-

advanced into the final roundse
-

scheduled at any given time was eight.

The most rounds

8

B. · For those debates which the researcher was
"unable to personally attend, the following steps were
taken:
-

1.
-

2.

3o

C.

An individual was assigned in each debate
to operate the recorder. These persons
~ere Huron High School debaters . who
functioned as timers for the tournament.
Instructions concerning the use of the
recorders and the actual recording were
given to the timers by the researcher.?
Recorders were checked by the researcher
-immediately ·preceding each round to
~uarantee that they were operational.
Batteries were tested by the researcher
If a
battery was not adequately charged, it
was replacedo

,"'l mm e d i ate 1y f o 11 ow i n g e a c h r o u n d .

4.

The tapes were checked before each round
-to assure that they were functional ~nd
recording .

5.

The recorders were placed in . the area of
the room judged best for providing ad~quate
recording . The researcher tried several
~posit ions in determining the optimum area.

6.

Timers were instructed to return the
recorders and tapes to the researcher
immediately following each round.

Immediately following each round, the

researcher collected the tapes and recorders.

The tapes

-.were marked to i nd i cat e · \'1 h i c h d i vi s i on ( .. A" or " B" ) was
-~ involved and the level of competition (i.e.~ quarterfinals, semi-finals, or finals) ..

These tapes were then

turned over to Ralph Wilkinson to be held until the end of

9

- tournament.

The tapes then came under the custody of the

researcher.
7o

The following written statement was provided

.to judges and coaches immediately preceding the first
-round to be recorded:

.ATTENTION COACHES AND JUDGES:
I am doing a study which necessitates taping

rounds. This study is being done in
completion .of the M.A. requirements for speech
~ at South Dakota State University.
The study is
intended to focus on the sequencing of arguments.
~ebate

The rounds which will be used in the study are
quarter-final~ semi-final, and final rounds.
Both 11 A11 and 11 B" divisions will be used .

- ~he

. .After each round has b~en taped, the tapes will
-be turned over to Ralph Hi lkinson.
He wi 11 _then
-- ~-h o 1 d t h e tapes u nt i 1 t h e com p l e t i on of t h e
tournament.
The tapes will be marked so as to~ indicate
the level of competition and the d1v1sion. The
actual names of the particular schools and
contestants will not appear in the study.
1 -would appreciate the cooperation of those
judging the involved rounds. Specifically, I
- would ask you to make sure that the tape recorder
is started at the beginning of the round and that
you would flip the tape over at the eno .of the
-constructives and start the recorder again. ·
I thank you for your cooperation.
Feel free to
-ask me any questions that you might have.

Thanks again -,
Andy Rist
Graduate Asst. · in Speech
South Dakota State University

10

After collecting the tapes, the following

Be

.method was employed to find answers to the questions
-raised in procedure two.
Written transcripts of purported evidence

Ao

cand the oral documenta tion were prepared by the res archer
.
.and were verified by Dr .. HarQld Widvey, Director of
--Forensics at South Dakota State Uni versity.

Dr. Wi dvey

-

listened to the tapes and verified the accuracy of the
transcripts .

Specifically, he listene d to the tapes to

-determine if any purported items of evidence or documentation had been omitted from the transcripts and if all
--.purported items in the transcripts actually appeared in
-~- ~~he

recordings.

On

completion~

-

he verified the accuracy

. . . of .the transcripts .
After the written transcript s had been

9e
~ compiled,

library research was initiate d in an attempt to

-- f i n d t h e q u o t e d mater i a l or e v i den c e to wh i c h a 1 1 u s i on s
~ had

-

been made, when possible, and to discover the

-

<evidence's veracity and exactness of documentation.

lOo
~ the
~~ere

The compiled data was then used to answer

questions noted under procedure two.

These answers

then used to determine conclusions concerning the
.

-

of documentation and the veracity of evidence
and allusions to evidence at the South Dakota High School

~accuracy

·Championship Debate Tournament.

ENDNOTES
1
Gerald H..

.

.
"Misuse of Evidence in
Academic Debate~" Advanced Debate: Readings in Thegry,
Practice, and Teach1ng, ed. David A. Thomas (Skokie,
.illinois: National Textbook Company, 1975)~ p. 220.
Sanders~

oo~glas Ehninger and Wayne Brockriede, Decision
Debate, 2nd ed. (New York: Harper and Row Publishers,
2

-~ by

. --19 78 } '·

p • 66 "

3 -

.

.

Ibid., p .. 70.,

4 wi 11 i ~m R. D-resser, . 11 The Use of Evidence in Ten
~C h amp i o n s h i p Deb ate s , " J o u r n a 1 ·of t h e Am e r i c an Fore n s i c s
Association {September 1964)~ pp. lOl-106 .
.5 J ~me s Benson , "The Use of E~ i den c e i n Inter· collegiate debate•• (Ph.D . dissertation, Purdue University,
1969) •.

_6 Henry Lee Ewbank and Jo Jeffrey Auer, Discussion
and . Debate, 2nd ed. {New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts,
Inc~, 1951)~ P o 458 .
7Timers were instructed to check if their assigned
-tape recorders were op e rational. If not, they were to
return to the researcher.· Once operational, timers ~ere
~nstructed to periodi cally monitor the recotder to as~ur~
that it was recording thro ughout the round _.- At the ·end .
of the constructive speech e s, the timers were to turn
~the . tape over.
As all of t he recorders had automatic
;volume control for recording, no instructions were provided concerning monitoring the actual recording. At the
completion .of the round, the timers were to return the
recorders and tapes immediately to the researcher.

CHAPTER II
VERIFIABILITY
Before an attempt could be made to determi e the
-

veracity of evidence used in the state tournament, it
-

was necessary to verify the existence of the reported
sources.

This chapter, therefore, deals exclusively with

the completeness and accuracy of source citations.
The method employed in this study involved the
taping of fourteen rounds of debate at the 1980 South
Dakota Debate Tournament.

Eight tapes were selected for

study on the basis of the quality of the recording·. · Each
of the tapes was subsequently transcribed into partial
manuscripts.

The manuscripts consisted of apparent
-

-

evidence citations and allusions to evidence.

Both the

source and the text of the evidence were included in the
transcripts.

An identical process was utilized for each

of the eight tapes chosen.
In this chapter, the references to source citations will only indicate the debate from which the citation was procurred.

An appendix of the texts is included

at the end of this study.

(See Appendix A.)

was randomly numbered one through eight.

Each debate

The names of

the schools and participants involved in the individual

13

Furth er -

. -deb ate s are not i n d i c at e d to en sure anonym i t y .
-

.

_more, although both the constructiv e and rebuttal
.:speeches were analyzed for both the affirmative and

-

~ -negative

teams, references will only be made so as to

-

-

. indicate side (affirmative or negative).

This may
-

1

.

·further assure anonymity of the participants involved.
Debate One
-

Affirmative
,· Periodicals
The analysis of refer ences to periodicals included
· magazines, journals» and newspapers .
-

For citations .

-

involving magazines or journals to be considered ade- ~uately verifiable they must have included both the
specific name of the publication and the exact date of
.the issue.

The same requirements were applied to source

.;citations for newspapers.
-

In debate one, the affirmative relied heavily on
Twenty~fi~e cita:ions were disco~ered.

periodicals .
~hese

included six magazines and six newspapers.

··Ne \"1 s an d Wor 1d Re port was c i ted t wi c e .
~ed

u.s.

- The i s s u e s i n vo 1 -

were the November 5, 1979 and the April 23, 1979

publications o

-

. .

verifiable.

3 55 384

Both of thes citations were considered

The January 15, 1979, February 12, 1979, and

14

the November 26s 1979 issues of Time magazine were cited
by the affirmative. They were considered verifiable.
One other citation involved Time magazine, but because
only the year in which the issue was printed--1980--

.was indicated the reference was not considered adequately

-

verifiable.

Newsweek was cited twice.

In both instances,

the exact date of the issue was provided by the affirm-

.

-

ative speaker.

Representative Mike McCormack was quoted

. -from Nat i o·n • s Business in the Ja nuary 1980 issue.

_Stanford Magazine was cited twice by the affirmative,
_quoting from the Winter 1979 issue both times.

Quoting
from the Bulletin of Atomic Scientists, the affirmative

·. . ~ on 1y i n d i c ate d t h at the i s s u e was p r i n ted i n 1 9 7 7 •
-- -Because the Bu 11 et in is a monthly pub 1 i cation, . this
-c-itation was not considered adequately verifiable. c ·,er-

-

-

all, of the eleven citations involving magazines, nine

-

:'_· were d e em e d veri f i a b 1e ..
Before leaving this section9 it should be noted
.

,,.--.t hat there was u nus u a 1 d i f f i c u 1t y encountered i n f i n d i n g
-an arti.cle entitled
Tax" in the April
. Report.

11

23~

The Windfall Profits or the Windfall
1979 issue of U.S. News and World

The title of this article was not included in

. .

the table of contents at the beginning of the issue, ~which

created some confusion.

-

Later, i-t was discovered

that the material being quoted was taken from a Mobil Oil

15

Company adverti sement.

It is as s umed that U.S. News and
-- World Report does not generally index advertisements which
could explain the difficulty in fi nd ing the quotation.
The speake r using this source did not indicate that it
-

had been t ake n from the advertiseme nt .
Thir teen citations of news papers , encompassing six
patticula r publications, were made by the affirmative.
-The Wall Stre et Journal was cited fi ve times.
~ all

Because in

i nstanc es the citation included both the name of the
-

public ation and exac t date of t he issue , all five cita-

tions were considered adequately verifi able.

In one

-

_ .·instance , the affirm at i ve noted the sp ecif i c t i t 1e of the
-

-..,.- art i c 1 e be i n g u s e d - - Th e y ' v e Don e I t Ag a i n " i n the
11

1979 issu eo

twiceo

21 ,

May

The Christian Science Mon i tor was cited

The New York Times was cited t wice.

-Leader wa s c it ed once.

The

Argu~

The Minneapoli s Tribune was cited

The Des Moines Register was· ci t ed once by the
--affirmativ e. In only one instance was t he citation
once~

inadequate.

Th e speaker quoting the New York Times only

·indicated tha t it was printed sometim e in 1977. Since
· this is a dai ly newspaper, providing only the year was
-

too vague f or purposes of verificati on o
-

-

In su mmary, of the twen ty -f ive citations involving
periodicals, t we nty- two we r e considered adequate for
purposes of ver ifiabilityo

I n the three citations not

16

.considered adequately verifiable the specific date of the

issue quoted was not indicated .
.Books
.
For citations i nvolving books to be considered
.~ adequ~tely verifiable~ both the -auth or ~nd the title of
the book must have been includedo
The affirmative quoted fr om a book only once.

The book wa s cited as "William Ee Simon. A Time for
·1978."

Truth~

This citation was considered to be adequately

- ~erifiable

because the ciation i ndicated both the author

and the title . .

-£overnment publications

Source citations for government publications must

-

·-have included both the name of the publication (i.e.,
·hearing, etc.,) _and the name of the person being quoted
-

or the page number to have been consi dered adequately

-

-verifiable .
Only two citations involved government

publications--the Energy Petroleum and Extension Act
-

Hearings of 1974 and the National Universit y Extension
_ Agency of 19780
~nadequate

Both citations were considered to be
-

because they failed to provide either the ·name

of the person being quoted or the exact page number.

17

Other
Refer ence s were also made to two dictionaries-Black's Law Dict ionary and the Wisdom Dictionary.

Because

citations for s ources other th an pe riodicals, books, or
.government publ ications must ha ve i ncluded both the • name
~f

the public ation and the exact date of the publication
-to be cons i dere d adequately verifia ble, these two cita-

-

-tions were not viewed as being ade quate.

In both

instances, t he date had been omitt ed f rom the citation.
-

Negative
Periodicals
Four teen magazine s were cited by the negative in
~deb~te

one- - U.S. News and World Repo rt, Current History,

- Progressiv e , Fortune, the National J ournal, New Repub1ic,
Business Week , Nation, Current, Time , Foreign Policy,
-- Science Di g est , Dunn ' s Rev i e \'I , and Fore i g n Af fa i r s .

0f

the twenty - nine times that maga z ines were quoted, the
--c-i tations \'/ ere adequate for purpose s of verifiabi-lity in
only

si~teen

in stan ce sg
.

.

In all of t hose instances in
.

.

.

- which· the c it ati on was considered to be i nadequate, the
.
speaker failed to provide the spe c i fic date of the issue.
- For instance , t here wer e th r ee t i mes that the speaker
only indicated t hat the Busin e ss Wee k quotation had
been taken fro m an i ssu e print ed so metime in 1977.

Nation
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magazine was cited twice 'indicating only that the issue
was printed in 1978.

Foreign Affairss Dunn's Review,

Science Diges t , Foreign Policy , Fortun e, and Current
were each cited once and only the year of publication was
indicated.

-

In one citation involv ing U.S. News and '

World Report, no date was offered whatsoever.

Because

these magazines are either weekly or monthly publications,
providing on ly the year in which the issue was printed .
was viewed as being inadequate for the purposes of
verification.
Two journals were quoted by the negative--the
Journal of Contemporary Law, Winter 1979, page 19 and
the Oil and Gas Journal, 1978 .

The Contemporary Law

citation was considered to be adequate because both the
specific date of publication and the page number had
-

been provided.
and Gas

In the four instan ces utilizing the Oil

Journal~

only the year in which the issue was

published had been offered.

Therefore , all four cita-

-

tions were not considered verifiable.
-

Overall, of the thirty - f our citations involving
-

periodicals, seventeen of these citations were considered
adequately verifiable.

For those seventeen not considered

verifiable, the exact date of the publication had not been
provided by the negative speaker.

i9

Government publications

- Two references were made involving government
publications.

-

The negative cited the Congressional

Record and Energy Commission Report .

Both citations were

considered inadequate for purposes of

v~rifiability

because neither indicated the name of the person being
.quoted nor the page numero

Only the year of publication

-

had been prov idedo
Other
Three sources were cited in such a manner that it
unclear just what type of publication they were.

- ~as

-These citations included the Cybernetic Theory of
Possession of 1974, the Control of Oil of 1976, and
_Project Independence of 1977v

A listing of periodicals

_was checked and none of these sources could be found
-- there.

If they are books, then the citations are

.inadequate because the author had been omitted.

If they

-are governmen t publications, the citatio ns were inadequate
-since neither the name of the person being quoted nor the
-

.

·- -·page numbers had been provided
~ of

o

Furtherm ore, the origin

the publicatio n had not been offeredo
Synthesis

Of the thirty-nine citations made by the negative,
~nly

seventeen were considered to be adequately
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-

-verifiable.

Of the thirty citati ons made by the affirm-ative, twenty-three were consi dered verifiable. Of the
sixty-nine cita tions made in the round, only forty were
-veri fi ab 1e.,

In those citations involvi ng periodicals, tHe

-

failure to provid e the exact date of the issue made them
- ·non-verifiable e For those citati ons involving books
~and

-

-

governmen t publications, non-ve rifiability was

-assigned sinc e either the name of the person being
-

or the page numb e r (for governme nt publications)

~ quoted

.or the date of the printing had been omitted.
Debate Two

-

Affirmative
Periodicals

.
The affirmative ci ted perio dicals eleven times in

· . -deb ale two •
:paper quotedo

The Wa 11 Street Jour n a 1 was the on 1y news It was cited

twice~

In the first instance

in which the source had been quoted, the citation was
considered to be inadequateo
~he

Only the month and year of

.
publication had been provided--S eptember 1979.
.

.

~ Because

this is a daily

paper~

~ vague.

The second citation inclu ded the specific date of

the reference was too
-

publication and therefore was judged verifiable.
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Six magazin es were cit ed by the affirmative--~genda,

the Depart ment of Stat e Magazine, World Issues,

Futurist, Food Monitors, and Forbe s. - The identification
.given these magazin es was cons idered adequate for pur-

-

-

-poses of veri ficationv

In all ins tances the specific
of publica tion was providedg

· ~ate

The onl y journal source offered by the affirm-

.ative was t he Georgia Journal of Internat ional Law and
-

-.Comparative Law v This citation was inade quate.

Only

year in which the journal had been printed was pro-

~he

-

~ videdo

Becaus e this is a quarterly publi cation, the

-

.

-citation was vi ewed as .being t oo vague.

- ll, of the eleven citati ons of periodicals,
Overa
five were adequate ly verifiable.

Th e specific date of

-publication had not been provided for the four reported
·source references that were inadequat e.
Books

-Four books were alluded t o by the affirmative--

-International Trade by Developing Nat ions by Peter Gray,
-

The Strateg y of lnternational Developm ent--Essays in the
Economics of Backwardness by Ho W. Singer, U.S. Power in
.")

-~~ulti-National

Corporations by Robert Dupe, and American

.Multi-Nationals :
Institute .

American Intere_st by the Brookings

Each citation was viewed as adequate for
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purposes of verifiability o The specific title of the book
and the name of the author had been included.

Government publications
Two government publications were cited by the
I
~ affirmative ..
On e was the "U.Se Department of State, The
. U.S. and the Third World, a Discussi on Paper_...

This

·· citation was judged .inadequate in that the specific date
of publication, the name of the person being quoted, and
the page number (s) were all omitted. The other citation
- -·involved the 23rd Annual Report of the President of the
-United States on the Trade Agreements Program in 1978.
Since the person being quoted is obvious and the report
is only issue d once a year, the citatio n was adequate.
Other
Four additional sources were cited by the affirm-ative in such a way that it was unclear what type of

·- publications were being quotedo

These four citations

-·; n c 1 u d e d :

Econ om i c De v e 1 6 pmen t i n t h e Th i r d Wor 1 d , _ 1 9 7 7 ;
the World Develop ment Report of 1979; Labor Views on
Employment in July of 1978; and the M.N.C. State Policy

_and Its Impact on the United States Economy of Fall 1979 •
. If these sources are books, the citations were inadequate
because the author was omitted .

If they are government
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~ publications

they were inadequate since either the name

of the person being quoted or the page number(s) had been
- -Gmittedo
.

Negative
Periodicals

In debate

two~

fifteen negati ve citations

referred to period icals e
-

seven were verifiableo

Of these fifteen

citations~

The September 5, 1978 issue of

the Boston Globe was the only newspaper cited by the

-

This citation was adequately ve~ifiable.
The nega tive quoted from the following magazines:

-negativee

Time, the Departmen t of State Bulletin, World Issues, the
, UNESCO
~ and

Courier~

Foreign

World Busines s.

Policy~

Business Week, Fortune,

-

In the seven citati ons which
-

wer~ .

.

:considered inadequate the negative failed to give the
j

specific date of the issue being quoted.

.

Five of those

·referred to the Department of State Bulletin.

In each

instance the citatio n omitted the specific weekly date
and only indicated the month and year of issue.
~ssues

- ~he

World

·was cited so as to only indicate the year in which

issue was

printed-~1978.

The same problem existed

Awith the citation of World Business.
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Books

-

Only one book was quote d by the negative.

This

-was the U.S. and the Third World, 1976, by the Department
-of State .

Both the author and tit le were included,

-therefore the citati on was conside red adequately verifiable ..

-

--= Government pub 1 i cat ions

-

Two governmen t publications were cited by the

-- negative .

Both were inadequate.

The fist referred to

-the source as Energy Conservation and Regulation, April

4, 1977.

Neither the person being quote d nor the page
nubmer had been providedo The second cit ation indicated

that

th~

Record.
~~ention

sourc e was Mike McCormack in the Congressional
Althoug h the speaker's name wa s provided, no
had been made as to the date of publication.

·Other

-

Three references were made by the negative in such
~a

way · as to defy classification of the source.

International Business Enterprise was cited.

The
It was

'Unclear whether this was the title of a publication or
. .
the publisher. Also, no date was provided. The source
Foreign Trade Policies of the United States was offered,
but the citation did not indicate either the name of the
person being quoted or the date of the publication.

The
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-

,world

Developme~t

Report of 1979 citation similarly

fai ·led to indica te the author or the origin of the
- public.ationc
Synthesis
~ In
- ~ were

madeQ

forty~two

debat e two, a total of

citations

Eigh teen of these were verifiable.

For

_periodicals, those citations which were inadequate failed

-

to provide the specific date of the publication.

All

-. books cited were judged verifiableo
..

~overnment

The references to
publications considered not verifiable failed

to indicate either the name of the person being quoted
or the page number from which the quota tion had been ·
extracted o

Three citations were made in such a way that

it was not considered possible to determ ine the nature of
.

.

the publication o
Debate Three
-

Affirmative
Periodicals
In debate three, the affirmative made reference to
· only one newspaper --the New York Times.

The first cita-

tion included the specific date of publication--May 22.
1977.
cation.

The second was not adequate for purposes of verifiNo date was offered. ·
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Three magazines were quoted by the affirmative.
These included the New York Times Magazine of March 13,
1977~

Commentary of December 1978 and American in 1978.

The cit.ation for the New York Times Magazine was

-

verifiable.

It included the date of publication and ' the

name of the person being quoted (Emma Rothschild).
~other

two citations were inad equate.

-- ~eekly

publication ~

The

As Commentary is a

-

providing only the month was con-

.sidered insufficient ..

American is likewise a weekly
-

--Pub 1 i cat i on 5 and the affirm at i v e on 1y i n d i cat e d the year

in which the issue had been published.
Books

No books were cited by the affirmative in debate
three.
-- Govern men t p u b 1 i c at i o n s

No government publications were cited by the
~ffirmative

in debate threee

Other
The

affirmativ~

cited six vague sources, providing

-;nsuffici e nt information relating to the origin of the
·publication.
.

.

Change.
cit~tions

quoted.

One referred to a source called Peace and

This was the only information provided.

Three

only indicated the name of the person being
Two quotations were cited as coming in 1978 from
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.James Grant and Senator Adlai Stevenson.

One other

._ c i t at i on on 1y i n d i c ate d t h at t h e q u o t at i on h ad bee n t a ken
.

.

from Eckman and Messias.

For these last three sources,
- the -affirmative failed to provide the name of the
publication being used and the spe cific date of the
publicationo
Two othe r sources were consi dered too vague to

-

.allow adequate verification .

A refere nce was made to a

publication entitled the O.O aC. Agen da of 1979 which did
not indicate either the name of the person being quoted
.

or the origin of the publicationa

-

Another involved a

.publication entitled Economic Devel opment, January 1979.
cQnce
-~ nor

again~

ne ither the name of the person being quoted

the origin of the publication were indicated.

-

Negative
Periodicals

As did the affirmative, the negative team made

- ~nly

one referenc e to a newspaper in debate three.

· qu~ted

They

the November B, 1978 issue of the Christian Science

·Monitor.
-

Three magazines were cited by the negative.

The

-· citation of James Boyce and Betsy Hartman in the March 4,
1978 issue of Nation magazine was considered sufficient
for verification .

The references to American of 1978
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and Foreign Policy of 1977 we re both considered nonverifiable.
-~which

The citations only indicated the year in

the issues had been publis hed.

Books
The negati ve made one refe rence to a book entitled
Introduction to

Nutrition~

1976o

This

.

cit~tion

-

was viewed

·as inadequate bec ause the name of the author had been
omittedo
. Government publ ications
Two quotations wer e drawn from government publicationso

Both of these citations--S enate Hearin~s on the
Bomb and Internat ional Activity9 1978, and Congressional
Record~

-

1974- -failed to provide the spe cific date of

publication, the name of the person bei ng quoted and the
page number(s ) _from which the quotatio n was taken.
were inadequa te for purposes of verifi ability.

Both

Other
.Eleven citations were made by the negative without

:Offering information to determine the origin of the
-~ evi · dence.
Nine citations only indicated the name of the
person being
~was

taken.

qu~ted

and the year from which the quotation

These were:

-

Rep resen tativ e James Stewart,

1978; Saki and Cummings, 1978; Osgoode and Walderstein,
1977; D. L ~ Johnson, 1978; J. S. Annalt, 1979; Humphrey,
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1978; Professor s Hop kins an d Puchella, 1979; Roger
-_ Darwin, 1978 ; and Mor ris J. Williams, 1977.

All of these

cit-ations omitte d the name of t he publication. Two
citations prov id e d the name of t he publication but not
the names of the persons being quoted.

These two so rces

were cited as t he I.N.F. Survey of 1978 and World
Population 9 19 78 .
Synthesi s
In deb ate

-

there were thirty-five citations.

three~

-

-Only six were considered verifiable.

-

verifiabl e re f erred to periodicals.
-

-

The six that were
Two citations

R '

jnvolvin~

gove rnment publications om itted the names of

the person s being quoted

5

the specifi c date of the print-

ing, and pag e number(s) ._ Twenty - thre e citations either
failed to giv e any mention to the pe rson being quoted or
-only indicated the name of the pers on being quoted while
omitting the name of the publ ic ation from which the
-- quotation was dr awn.
Debate Four
-

Af firmativ e
·Periodicals
In debate f our t he aff irmative quoted from two
newsp~pers--th e

New Yo rk Times and the Wall Street Journal.
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-

-

.Both citations involving the New York Times were inade- ·
-

quate because only the year of issue was provided--1978
and 1979.

The citation of the Wall Street Journal was
-

considered to be adequately verifiable since the exact
-

date of the issue was given--December 13, 1979.
Thi~teen affirmative citati ons involved magazines
and journalsg

Four were inadequate.

Only the year in

which the issue was published was provided.
were cited as Foreign

Policy~

These sources

1978; the National Journal,

1979 (twice) and Popular Science, 1978.

Each of these

· .. ~ publications are printed either weekly or monthly.
Citations that were considered to be adequately verifiable
- j _n v o 1 v e d f o u r i s s u e s of t he Bu 11 e t i n o f Atom i c
Scientists--Janu ary

-

and November

1978~

1980~

February 1980, March 1980,

the October 23, 197 8 issue of

Fort~ne

·.magazine, and the May 1979 article .. The Nuclear Dilemma"
-

..·found in Technology Review.
· Books
-

Two books were cited by the affirmative--Changing
Patterns in Foreign Trade and the Geopolitics of Energy.
In both instances the author was omitted, and the source
.
~as not considered adequately verifiable.
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Government publications
-

Four c itations involved government publications.
A11 four were i n ad e q u ate i n t h at n e i t her the n am e of t h.e
person being quoted nor the pag e number(s) .from which the
quotation wa s drawn or t he exact date of the publication
-

had been provi de d by the affirmati ve speaker.

These 'wer·e

the Congressi ona l Quarterly Alman ac, 1978 (three times)
and the Committ ee on Nuc lear Alter native Technology, 1980.
Other
Th r e e citations of other so urces were inadequate
because on l y t he author or the perso n being quoted was
indicated, or only an acronym was offe red as the citation.
These were:

Peter Dawkins, 1978; Wi lliam Ingle, 1979;

and N.P.A., 1978.

The Dawkins and I ngle citations pro-

-

vided neither the name of the publi c at i on being used nor
the specific date of publication.
-

was viewed a s being inadequate.

Th e N.P.A. citation
It was unclear whether

the acronym i nvolved an agency being quoted or the name
·of a publicatio n .

Also, no specifi c mention of a date was

-

provided other than to identify the year from which the
quot.ation was tak e n.
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Negative
Periodicals

-

In debate four the negati ve cited three

news~

papers--the Rocky Mountain News, the Minneapolis Tribune,
~and

the Albuquerque Journal.

Only the Rocky Mountain

· News c·itation wa s inadequate.

The negative speaker

-indicated that the issue was printe d sometime in 1978.
The February 6, 1980 issue of the Minneapolis Tribune
and the July

6 ~

1977 issue of the Albuquerque Journal
-

·citations were considered to be verifi able.
Fiftee n

citations~

-

-

involvin g eight magazines and

_journals, were made by the negativee
th~t

The six citations

were verif iable all came from the same February 18,

1980 issue of U.S. News and World Report.

The remaining

-

nine citations, not considered verifiabl e, were
-

Scientific American, 1978; the Progressi ve, 1972;
Intellect, 1976; Environment, 1973 and 1978; Current,
-~ November

1979; Science, March 1977; and the

Science, 1978 e

Ann~ls

of

Because Current and Science magazines
-

are published weekly, providing only the month and year
was inadequate.
~ weekly

The remaining publicati ons are either

or monthly publications.

Because only the year of

the particular issue being quoted was indicated, these
-

were also cons idered to be non-verifiable.
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Books
lhree books were noted by the negative.
three citations were inadequate.
- Power, the Viable
authoro

Power~

All

The fist cited, Nuclear

did not provide the name of the

The same omission was found in the citations of

Nuclear Weapons and World Politics and Solar Power.
Government publicat ions

Nine citations of government publications, encompassing seven sources 5 were provided by the negative-all of which were insufficient for purposes of adequate
.verification o

Quotations were drawn twice from a 1976

issue of the Congressional Record.

In neither instance

was the exact date 9 the name of the person being quoted
or the page number orally documented.

One reference was

made to a Congressional Budget Office report in 1977.

ln this

instance~

the specific date of publication, the

specific name of the

publication~

the name of the person being

and the page number or

~uoted

were omitted.

·Another reference was made to the Congressional Research
Service • . The oral documentation offered for this citation
only indicated that it was published in 1979.

One

quotation was drawn from a publication entitled the
Review of the National Breeder Reactor Program published
in 1976.
~nd

Once again, the name of the person being quoted

the page number(s) _from which the quotation was taken,
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the origjn of th e publichtio n, and the specific date of
the publicat ion we re omitte d .

Two citations only indi-

cated the na me of the person being quoted and that the
quotat i on wa s taken from

11

Commi ttee hearings."

These

citations were offered as "Lewi s D. Navenzo, Washington
Subcommittee, 11 and "John litler , Senate Energy
Committee. "

The final citation made from a government

publication was offered as Heari ngs on the House Committee
on Governme nt Operations, Septemb er 1977.

The name of

the person being quoted was not pr ovided in the citation.
Other
The negative gave two so urce citations in which
only the na me of the person being qu ot ed and the date on
which the s tatement was made were offered.

In the first

instance, the citation was given as " James Benson,
September 20 , 1977."

The name of t he publication from

which the q uotation was taken was not provided.

In the

second citation , the only inform a ti on provided indicated
that the quo t a ti on was taken from a Frederick Thayer
on March 197 7.

Once again, no menti on was made of the

publicat i on in wh ich it could be l ocated.
Syn thes is
Of th e fi fty-ni ne c itati ons in this round, twenty-

two were cons idered verifiabl e .

Of the t welve citations
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of periodicals that were judged inadequate, the specific
date of the issue bein g used was omitted. In the six
- citations involving books~ no mention was made of the
author.

In the thirteen instanc es in which a government

publication was being quoted~ either the name of the '
person being quoted or the actua l name of the publication
.

had not been provided by the spea ker.

In six instances,

-the informatio n in the citation was i nadequate because no
determination could be made conc erning the origin of the
evidenceo
Debate Five
Affirmative
Periodicals
-

The on ly newspaper cited by the affirmative in
-

~

debate five was a 1978 issue of the Wall Street Journal.
-Cnly the year in which this partic~lar issue was

published was indicatedo

The cita tion was not considered

-

to be verifiable e
Ten quotat ions were drawn fr om magazines and
journals.

All the citations were inadequate because the

affirmative speaker faile d to provi de the specific date
of the publication.

These citations were presented as

Foreign Affair s, 1979; U.S. News and World Report, 1978;
U.S. News and World Report, 1979 (twice); the International
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J o u r n al , l 9 78 ; Bus i ne s s i 'n Am e r i c a , 19 7 9 ; Vi t a 1 Spe e c h e s ,

1979; Business Week, 1979; the New Republic, 1978; and
Nation's Business, 1978.

These publications are printed

either weekly or monthly.

Theref ore, the citations were

not deemed adequate for purposes of verificatirin.
Books
--No books were cited by the affirmative in debate
five.
Government publication s
No government publicat ions were cited by the
-

affirmative in debate five.
Other
Seven citations were presented by the affirmative
that did not include enough information to determine the
origin of the material.
as

11

The citatio ns were stated solely

lnternational Realities, 1978; Kline in 1978;

Economics in 1978; Charles Frank, 1977; Carlson, 1978;
Weissberger, 1979; and Ross, 1975.

11

In all of these

citations, the failure to provide the actual name of the
pub1icati n (except for Economics,

1978)~

the specific

date of publication or the origin of the quoted material
rendered them insufficient for determining verifiablity.
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Negative
The negat i ve team of fered little evidence in

debate fiveo

No pe ri odicals or books were cited .

The

three quotations t hat were offe red included adequate
information to mak e them verifi able.
publications were c itede
. Record of February

26~

Two government

These were the Congressional

1979» page H856; and U.S. Trade

Policies i n th e Tokyo Round of Mul ti -National Negotiations, March 19 79o

The two quotat ions taken from U.S.

Trade Polic ies were indicated as be ing on pages xii and

Synthesis
Of the twenty-one c itatioris f ound in debate five,
-

only three were verifiable o The el even citations
- involv i ng periodica l s failed to provi de the exact date
of the issu eo

Seven citations pro vided an insufficient

-amount of i nformation to determine t he origin of the
-

mater i a lo All three governme nt publications cited
by the negat i ve were verifiable.

~quoted
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Debate Six
Af f irmative
Periodicals
-

In the sixth de bate stu died, the affirmative
. quoted from t hr ee ne wspapers--the November 5, 1979 issue
of the Des Moine s Re gister ; the March 22, 1979 issue of
the Wall Street Jo urn a l; and the May 23, 1979 issue of
the Washington Post.

-

All three c itations were verifiable.

One other ref erence was made to the Wall Street Journal
in which t he cit ation included on l y the year--1979--in
which the is s ue was printed o

-

Ele ven quotations were tak en from eight different
magazines an d journals.

These cit ations included the

-July 13, 19 79 issue of Science ma gaz i ne; the May 14, 1979
issue of For bes; the May 22, 1978 i ssue of Business Week;
the January 15, 1979 and March 3, 1980 i ssues of U.S.
-News and Wor ld Report; a February 1979 i ssue of Newsweek;
-an August 19 79 issue of Nation's Bu s i ness; and the March
21~

1979 issue of Time magazine.

Because the Newsweek

and Nation 's Business citations di d no t indicate the week
-

of publicatio n, they were not co ns idered to be verifiable.
Books

No boo ks wer e cited by t he affir mative in debate

six.
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Government publications
The affirmative cited government publications four
times.

Only one citation was considered to be veri.fiable.

Two quotations were cited from a 1979 issue of the
Congressional Record.

In neither instance was the spe-

cific date of the publication or the person being quoted
identifiedc

The April 5~ 1979 citation of Congressional
Record was verifiable, both the exact date of publication
and the name of the person being quoted--Senator Hart-, were identified o

One quotation was taken from the

Committee on Energy and National Resources.
~name

of the hearings, which

hous~

The specific

the committee repre-

:sented, the name of the person being quoted, and the page
-number were all omitted from the citation.

Therefore, it

-

was not ·considered verifiable o
Other

The affirmative quoted four sources without
indicating the name of the publication from which the
material was taken o
· Mayers~

Former President Carter, Joseph

and the former National Security Advisor

Brezhinski were all quoted.
·-were citede

However, only their names

Two references were made to a 1975 John

Hopkins study.

In both instances, neither the original

so~rce or the act~al title of the study were identified.
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Negative
Periodicals
In debate six the negative team cited only one
newspaper--the New York Timeso

The speaker only indi-

-cated that the quotation c ame from a 1979 issue and the
citation was considered to be insufficient.
- Eleven citations i nvolving six magazines and
journals were made by the negativee

The sources cited

were a 1979 i ss ue of Business Week; the Summer 1975 issue
-of Foreign Polic y ; a 1979 issue of Fortune magazine; a
1979 issue of Busi ne s s in America: the March .3, 1980

· - issue of U.S. News and VJu rld Report; and the Janu ·a ry 21,
1980 issue of Newsweek e

Because the citations for

Business Week; Fortune; Foreign Policy, 1979; and Business
in Amer1ca only i ndica t ed the year in - which issue was
printed, they were not considered to be verifiable.

The

-

-remaining citati.ons provided the specific date of
-

publication and therefore were considered verifiable.
Books
No books were cited by the negative in debate six.
Government publications

The negative made two citations of
publications.

Both were judged inadequate.

g~vernment

The first

citation referred to the source as Future Reports, Senate
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Subcommittee, 1973o

The name of the person being quoted,

the name of the subcommittee holding the hearings, and
the exact date of the printing were all omitted from the
citation.

The second citation only indicated that the

·quotation was taken from a 1976 Federal Ensrgy Administration report.

The title of the publication, the actual

date of publication, and the origin of the publication
were all omittedo
Other
-

The negative quoted Senator Edmund Muskie and a
person by the name of Metzenbaum without indicating the
origin of the material.

Neither citation was considered

-

verifiable o
_Synthesis
Of the forty citations in debate six, only six-

-teen were verifiable.

-

The twelve citations of periodicals

-

·-that were not verifiable failed to indicate the specific
date of the issueo

-

-

The five citations of government
publications that were not verifiable either failed to
· indicate the name of the person being quoted or the origin
.of the quoted material.

-

Seven citations only indicated

- the name of the person being quoted.
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Debate Seven
-

.Affirmative
Periodicals
-

In debate seven, the affirmative quoted no newspaperso Eight citations 9 invol ving seven magazines and
journals, were provided& The ma gazines and journals that
were cited wer e the June/July 1979 issue of Technology

-

Review; the December

25~

1978 issue of Business Week;

the September 1975 issue of the Bulletin of Atomic
Scientists; a 1977 issue of Natio n magazine; the April
16, 1979 issue of Time; the Decem ber 3, 1976 issue of
Commonwealth; and the March 23, 1979 issue of Conservation
Reports. Only the Nation citation was considered non-verifiable e This publication is printed weekly and
indicating only the year in which the issue being quoted
was taken was considered too vague.
Books
Tw.o book s were
.

ci ted

-

by t h e a f f i r mat i v e .

I n bot h

-

instances, they were verifiable.

The books quoted were
. ·o on a 1d Ke 1 l y • s En er_gy Cr i s i s an d t h e En v i r on men t an d·
McKinley Wilson•s The Unacceptable Risk.

Because the

title and the author were provided in the citation, both
were verifiable .
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Government publicatio ns
Three references were made to government publications.

One citation only indicated that the quotation was

from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

No information

-

was providerl in which the actual title of the publicatiqn,
the name of the person being quoted or the specific date
of publication were identified.

Another citation indi-

cated that the source _being quoted was the Nuclear Oversight Hearings of 1979.

The . affirmative speaker did not

the origin of the hearing s, the name of the

indicat~

person being quoted, or the specific date of publication.
The third citation noted that the quotation was taken
from the April 23, 1976 printing of the Congressional
Record.

Because neither the person being quoted or the

page number were offered, the quotation was not considered
verifiable.
Other
Five citations provided inadequate information
to determine the origin of the quoted material.

Four of

these citations were The Silent Bomb, 1977; Nuclear
-

Tyranny, 1979; The Unviable Option (no date given); and
Shutdown~

1979.

It appeared that the affirmative was

quoting a source without providing any information relating to the title of the publication, the name of the
person being quoted or the date.
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'Negative
Periodicals
The September 14, 1977 issue of the New York
Times was the only newspaper cited by the negative in
debate seven.

The quotation was verifiable.

-

Seven citations encompassing three journals and
magazines were offered.

A reference to a 1978 issue of

Scientific American was not verifiable.
date was omitted.

The specific

A 1977 issue of the Annals of the

American Academy of Political and Social Sciences was .
-

cited four times by the negative.

In each instance, the

-

negative failed to indicate the specific date of the
issue being quoted.

Issues of the Bulletin of Atomic

Scientists from 1978 and 1979 were cited.
the exact date of

t~e

Once again,

issue was omitted in the citation.

Books
--No books were cited by the negative in debate
seven.
Government publications
-

Only one governmental
negative.

~itation . was

made by the

-

The title given for the government publication

was Geopolitics Energy Report of 1977.

The name of the

person being quoted, the specific date of the publication

i

I
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and the origin of the report were all omitted.
as given was not cons idered to be

The source

verifiable~

Synthesis
Of the thirty-two citations found in debate seven
-

only ten were considered to be verifiable.

Eight cita-

tions of periodicals were not considered verifiable
because the specific date of the issue was not provided.
-

The two books cited in the debate were both verifiable.
-

-

All four citations involving govern ment publications
-

were non-verifiable, neither the name of the person being
quoted nor the actual origin of the quoted material were
indicated. In five instances, the speakers failed to
provide enough information about the nature and the
origin of the quoted material.
Debate Eight
-

Affirmative
Periodicals
In the last debate studied, the affirmative
quoted from two newspapers.

The citation of the October

18, 1979 issue of the Washington Post was verifiable
because both the date of publication and the page number,
page A2, were provided.

The citation of an Associated

Press release in a 1979 issue of the Los Angeles Times
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was not judged t o be verifia bl e.

Only the year in which

the issue was pr i nted was indica ted by the affirmative
speaker .

Only on e magazine was cit ed by the affirmative.
The c i tation of the March 13, 197 8 issue of Time

-

magazine wa s ju dged verifjableo
Books
-

No bo oks were cited by the affi rmative in debate
eigh t o
- Governmen t pu blica t ions

Sev en citations from four publi cations were found
in round e ig hto

-

Four of the seven were judged verifiable.

The Jun e 5 5 1979; December

11~

1978; and September 5,

1979 i ssu es of the Congressional Record we re quoted.
~----------------

Becaus e i n each instance, either the nam e of the person
being quot ed or the page nu mbers were i ndicated, the
~uotation

-

wa s considered verifiable.

In three citations--

the Sena t e Finance Committee, May 11, 1975; the House
Committe e on Agriculture, 1978; and the House Committee
on
n~t

Agricu lture~

..

June 1, 1978--the quot ed material was

judge d verifiableo

been omitt e d .

The title of t he publication had

,,

'I

I,

II
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Other

Four source citations failed to provide enough
information to determine the origin of the quoted
material.

These were cited as

.

11

I.S.A; Senator

Church~

.

1979; Julius Katz , 1978; and the President of the
American Sugar Institute, 1978."

This was the only

-

information provided regarding the origin of the source.

-

Negative
Periodicals

In debate eight the negative quoted from three
·newspapers --the Los Angeles Times. t he Minneapolis Star,
~nd

the Chri stian Science Monitor.

- involving these

sources~

Of the four citations
-

two were judged verifiable.

One los Ang eles Times citation indic ated that the
,quotation was taken from the March 16, 1979 issue on
page eleven , part two. The citation from the Minneapolis
Star indicated that quotation was ta ken from the June 1,
1977 issue o
able.

Both of the citations were judged verifi-

A second quotation taken from the Los Angeles Times

only indic ated that the issue had been printed in 1979.
This wai not considered verifiable.
..

.

.

...

...

~

Chri~tian

.

.

Science

Mo nitor ~

When citing the
-

the negative speaker only

indicated that the material being quoted was taken from a
-1979 issue.

I
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Thirteen quota tio ns were taken from eight magazines and journals D Thes e citations were stated as
nsus i ness Week, July 31, 1978; Business Week, January

1979; Nation's Bus iness, March 1978

(twice)~

~9,

Nation's

.

.

Business 9 August 1978; the Mont hly Labor Review, May
.

.

1978; Vital Speeches , June 1. 19 77; Challenge, May/June
1978

(twice) ~

U.S. News and Worl d Report, 1979; the

International Journal, 1978; and Business, 1978. 11
, Neither the U.S. News and the Busi ness citations were
-

were consid ered verifiableo

In each instance only the
-

year in which the issue was printe d was providedQ
same proble m existed

wit~

The

the Intern ational Journal

citationo
Books
No books were cited by the negative in debate
eighto
.

Government publications
No government publications were cited by the

-

negative in debate eight.
- Other
-

Six citations failed to provide enough information
to ~llow d~termination of the origin of the quoted
material.

These citations were -offered as .. Fishlow,
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1978; George, 1978; Professor Cohens, 1977; Roger
.

.

.

Johnston, 1979; the New National Security, 1978; and
Thayer s , 19 7 8 . ..

-

Because i n the f i v e i n stances i n whi c h

.only the author was

indic at ed~

and the title of the

publication from which the quo tation was taken was
-

. .

omitted, the quotations were not judged verifiable.
-

The
..

New National Security citation was judged non-verifiable.
The name of the person being quote d and the nature and
origin of the quoted material were omitted.
Synthesis
Of the t hirty-eigh t citations found in debate
-

-

eight, sevent een were judged verifiable.

The ten cita-

tions of periodi cals that were not adequate failed to
provide the specific date of the issue being quoted.

-

The governmen t publications which were not considered to
.
be verifiable , failed to i ndicate the title of the
publication Q Ten quotations fail ed to indicate either
-the name of the person being quoted or the origin of the
quoted material .
Analysis
Throughout the eight debate rounds

studied~

a

total of 336 citations were noted. Of these., only 92,
or 27 percent, were found to be verifiable. Inasmuch as
only 27 percent were verifiable, the documentation of
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.

evidence by de ba te r s at th e high school championship
tournament is i n question.

This is especially poignant
when consider ing that the t ournament involved the top
teams i n th e state.

This pr acti ce of inadequately citing
-

sources su gge s t s that there is l atitude for improvement.
-

-

Of t he 146 citatio ns inv olving periodicals
(magazines»

journals~

and newspa pers) _74» or 51 percent,

-

were judg e d verifiable.

-

-

For cit at i ons involving

.

maga ~

zines, th e two most common faults were that the debater
only i nd icate d t he year in which t he periodical was
-publ i sh ed, or only indicated the month and year of
· publ i ca ti ono

I n total fifty citati ons were judged

inadequ ate for pu rposes of verifi ab ili ty because only the
year of publicatio n had been indica ted for either weekly
or month ly publications o

In nine in s t ances, the speaKer

indicated only the month and ye ar of publication. Because
.
- these c i tations involved - sources th at are weekly publications, the citations were judged i nadequate.

In one

-

instance , no date was offered whats oever o In another
- instance involving U.S. News and Wor l d Report, difficulty
was enc oun t ered in locating the material

~ecause

the

speaker quoted from a Mobil Oil Company advertisement
. ~ithout indic ating an advert1sement was being used.
This
fails t o i ndic ate the t ru e natu re of the source.
potential bia s of th e source is hidden .

The

The ethical
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considerations of this sl'ight will be noted in Chapter
III on veracity.
In citing journals, the major inadequacy was that
the speaker indicated only the year in which the journal
was published .

This was too vag ue.

In two citations,

no date was offered.
Nine of the thirty-nine citations involving
newspapers included only the year in which the paper was
published .

All of the newspapers in question were daily
-

publications~

In two instances, no date was provided in

the cita ti.on.

This failure to specific ally document

precludes any reasonable attempt to find the original
source mater ial.
For citations involving government publications,
the two most common problems with verifying the source
were (1) .failin g to indicate either the name of the person
being quoted or the page number from which the quotation
was drawn, and/or (2) .fail ing to indica te the specific
date of publication.

In six citations, the speakers

failed to indicate the name of the person being quoted or
the page number and the specific date of publication.

In

ten other instances, the specific date was provided but
not the name of the person being quoted or the page
number(s) from which the quotation was drawn.

In thirteen

citations the date of publication was not specifically
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indicated althoug h the name of the person being quoted
was noted.

In th ree citations the speakers indicated

that a congres sional committee was being quoted.

-

However,

the specific na me of the committ ee and the house in which
the committee r esides were omitte d from the citation.
· two

in~tances,

In

the name of the spec ific committee was

indicated, but the name of the publ ication being used and
-

the exact da te of publication we re not provided.

In total,

there were th irty-nine citations in~ ol~ing go~ernment
publication so

-

Of these, only e leven or 28 ; percent were

-

_._judged

veri fiable ~

-

Fifty -five citations were inade quate because it
was not pos sible to determine either the origin or the
nature of th e publi cation being quoted .

-

In five instances

the speake r indicat ed only the name of the person
·quoted .

The se citations omitted the name of the

publicatio n being used and the
~here

bei~1g

dat~

of pu blication.

were th irty-two in stances in whic h the date of the

-publicat ion and the name of the person be ing quoted were

provided,
bu t the name of the publication being used was
~xcluded from the citation~

This practice of failing to

-. provide
any ind ication of the publicati on being used is
pa~ticularl y di sturbing.

Because of the vagueness of this

type of citation it becomes impossi bl e to d~ termine the
~eracity of the e~idence being used.

In eighteen

,,
'I
I
I

I
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instances the nam e of the publication being utilized was

-

but the speaker f ailed to indicate the name of

provided ~

·-the person be i ng

q u oted~

th e date of

or the

publication~

origin or natur e of the publica tion.
-

It is re co gnized that much of the evidence being
used in the fi nal tournament of t he year is quite well- .
-known by t he participants and abb reviations of citations
may resul to Thi s could explain t he failure to provide
compl e te so urce citations.

It is f urther recognized

that s ome debaters may provide shor tened source citations

-

to conserve the amount of time use d .

This may explain
.

-

why only 27 percent of the source cit ations were verifi-able, bu t this does not justify the practice.
__ consequen ces are a likely resultG

Fi rst~

Serious

those judging

deba t e may not be as familiar with the evidence being ·
-used as are the debaters.

Many of t he source citations

as pre s e nted would be meaningless to the person criticing
the

round ~

Second~

listeners who are not familiar with

-

the evid ence being used are left wi thout a means by which
to test the veracity of the quoted mat erial. Third~
~ because

th

evidence is being prese nt ed in an attempt to

persuade critic s. the ethics of e xcluding information
- relevan t t o t he nat ure of the sour ce is questionable.
Overall,
t her e i s c l e arly a need for improvement
in the c iting of s6u r ceso

-

Well ov e r half of the
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citations were judged inadequate for purposes of verifi-

ability.

This practice has further implications when
-

applied to the veracity of the quoted material {Chapter
III)~

It may not be possible to determine whether the

-_materia 1 is being quoted in context.

l_t may not even be

possible to determine if the person being quoted actually
made the statement attribu ted to them..

While there is

no established standard constituting adequateness -of

-

-

verifiability, it is obvious that if only ninety-two
out of 336 citations are verifiable. there are serious
shortcomings in the documentati on of sources in competi-

-

tive debate .

CHAPTER III
VERACITY
Since only twenty-seven percent of the citations
-~ere

judged to be verifiable in Chapter II, the material

-

available fo r study in this chapt er is limited.

Specif-

ically, ou t of the 336 citations noted, only ninety-two
were foun d to be verifiable c

The re f ore ~

the analysis io

.this chap ter is l imited to those ni nety-two.

It was not

possible to determine the veracity of the material
quoted i n the other 244 instancesQ

With that limitation

.apparent , this Chapter represents an examination of the
accuracy of the reported content of each of those
citation s of =evidence i n which the documentation was
completeo
I n order to det e rmine the ve racity of evidence
used, two criteria were
as report ed by the

employed~

speakers~

Fi rst, the evidence,

was c ompared to the content

of the original work to discover if t here were deviations
- in wordi ng.

Second, the evidence wa s compared to the

·original work to determine if the r eported material
- complied with t he context of the pr i nted original.

For

a quotation or a llu s ion to be cons idered an accurate
representa tion of the original sou rce's content it must
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have (1) reported the original material's content without
_.modification or~ in the case of a paraphrase~ it must not
have (2) added or deleted any qualifying words that were
or were not found in the original statement which could

-change the interpretation of the materialG

For a

quotation to have been consi dered an accurate representation of the work as a whole it must not have (1)
changed the wording of the material to the extent that
it altered the interpretation of the material; (2) taken
"individual portions of the work which may be accurate,
-

but do not conform to the conclusions of the work as a
-whole; or in the case of a paraphrase, (3) _added or
deleted any qualifying words that could have altered the
original source 8 s intent.
Debate One
Affirmative
In debate one, the affirmative altered the wording
of the original material in their oral presentation once.
In another instance, the affirmativ e seemingly altered
the interpretation of the original work.
As was noted in Chapter II, the affirmative drew
a quotation from the April 23, 1979 issue of U.S. News
and World Report in an article entitled
Profits or the Windfall TaXo

11

11

The Windfall

Although the material was
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accurately reported, the actual nature of the source was
withheld from the source citation.

The particular

article being quoted was a Mobil Oil Company advertisement.1

It was not written by ·the staff of U.S. News,

as was suggested by the affirmative.

The specific cri-

teria being employed in this study do not accommodate a
violation of this nature.

Nevertheless, this misrepre-

sentation of the actual nature of the source seemed
significant enough to warrant inclusion in this analysis.
The March 12, 1979 issue of Time was the source
of a second instance in which evidence was not exactly
reported by the affirmative.

In the oral presentation

an omission of a qualifying phrase was discovered.

As

offered in the debate, the quotation was as follows:
Levi readily admitted that this approach
collapsed in Iran. Supporting the status quo,
he said, "Maybe it•s another five to ten years
in Saudi Arabia."
The statement as printed reads:
Levi readily admitted that this approach
collapsed in Iran . "Call it shortsighted," _he
said, "but supporting the status quo may give
us another five or ten years in Saudi Arabia." 2
The omission of the phrase "call it shortsighted" could
result in an interpretation of the material other than
what was intended by the authors.

This phrase could
-

-

suggest that Levi recognized the limitations of his
conclusion.

This did alter the original wording.
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These were the only two instances in which it was
judged that the veracity of the material as presented may
have misrepresented the original work.

There was an

instance in which the affirmative substituted one phrase
and two words from the original and added one phrase.
This particular case involved the March
Newsweek.

3~

1980 issue of

Added and substituted material are indicated

in brackets in the following evidence:
Their broadest objective was to expand
t h e i r [s 0 v i e t i n t he 0 r i g i n a
i n f 1 u en c e i n
the Middle East. The CIA is convinced
~e s t i mat e s t h a fl i n t h e or i g i n a TI t hat t h e
ussians will be oil importers by the mid1980s, said Newman former ambassador to
Afghanistan . That by itself will [would
in the origin aI] make the area very 1 mportant
to them. 3

n

This particular rendition of the original material does
not ~ seem

to have significantly altered the interpretation

of the wording.
convinced" for

However, the substitution of "is
11

estimates thatu and

11

Will" for

could result in an unintended interpretation.

11

Would"

In the

former substitution, the altered language usage assigns
a degree of certainty not found in the original wording.
In the latter substitution, the nature of the wording
appears to have been altered in such a manner so as to
elimate the conditional nature of the phrase.

In other .

words, the original wording suggests that the action
"would" occur if the

11

estimates

11

are accurate.

This

'I
I
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_a 1t era t i o n g i ve s t he i mpres s i on t h a t t h e CI A i s " con v i n c e d "
that the Soviets will be oil importers, and therefore,
11

Will 11 be c.oncerned with the Middle East.
Negative
In debate

one ~

the content reported by the

negative differed from the original wording through either
the : omission . or substitution of words and/or phrases.

ln three

it was not possible to find the

instances~

·original quotation despite the adequ acy of the source
The negative drew quotati ons twice from the

~ ~itatione

July

31~

1979 issue of Fortune magaz ine on page 58.

- Neither quotatio n was discovered in print since there is
no July 31, 1979 issue of Fort une.

In one other instance,

the negative cited the June 16, 1979 issue of the
~ National

Journal .

Once again, the evidence was not

found in the source cited.
In two instances the negative omitted phrases and
substituted words from the original wording.

Words found

within brackets indicate the phrases and words substituted
·or omittedo

Underlining signifies those words which

were not found in the original nor had synonyms found in
the originalo
Current History July/August 1978.
New Federal regulations and incentivP.s and
Federal oil policy can alter this situation.
For example, Congress is has mandat~ ed
a minimum automobile average _gas mileage under
5
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the Energy Policy and Conservation Act of
1975~ cars must obtain an average ~f twentyseven miles per gallon allowance.
Time, February 11, 1980.
The U.S. ambassador Sol Linowitz managed
at least to mount a a minor breakthrough
in the stalled ta1ks between Egypt and
Israel on autonomy for the West ·sank and
-Gaza . With only four months left before
the expiration of the May deadline limit
on the issue for a Palestinian autonomy plan,
which Cairo and Jerusalem accepted at Camp
Da v i d , t h e Cart e r -ad mi n i s t r at i on i s · h as
been anxious to speed up the pace of the
negotiations.5
Of the two quotations indicated above, neither
usage of the material appears to have significantly
altered the intent of the original work

-

However~

t~rough

omission.

the tense changes .do suggest a condition exists

in the present tensei which the original wording does
not indicate .

Also, substituting

11

to mount 11 for

11

a minor 11

ignores the measure of significance suggested in the
original wording.
Synthesis
Of the thirty-six citations found in debate one,
-

six instances (16 percent) arose in which the evidence
was potenti a lly manipulated t hrough either reporting
evidence as coming from a source which did not exist,
misrepresenting the actual nature of the

sour~e,

or

through the substitution and/or omission of words and
phrases which have the potential for altering the intended
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meaning of the original wbrding.

In two other instances,

the original wording was altered through the substitution
and/or omission of words and/or phrases.

However, in :

these two instances the interpretation of the original
work was not apparently misrepresented, although potentially important tense changes were made and a measure
of significance was omitted.
Debate Two
Affirmative
In · debate two, the affiimative altered the wording
of the original material in their oral presentation of
purported evidence once.

In this instance, the tense

was changed from past to present.

Taken from Lester R.

Brown•s article in the June 1978 issue of Futurist
magazine, the quotation was read in the debate as follows:
Looking _at the developing countries as a
whole, the International labor office estimates that 24.7 percent of the total labor
force is either out of work or underemployed
in 197~ The comparable figure ~or 1980 is
expected to approach 30 percent.
nls" (underlined in the quotation) was substituted for
11

Was. 11

T is substitution was judged not to significantly

alter the meaning of the original work.

It is still

clear that the unemployment and underemployment rates
refer to the year 1970.
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-

Overall, of the ten verifiable quotations offered
by the affirmative only one was altered in the oral
presentation.

This . substitution of

11

iS 11 for "was .. did

not appear ·to lessen the veracity of the evidence.
Negative
Iri

deb~te

-

of evidence.

two, ·~ the

negative paraphrased one item

This paraphrasing did not significantly

misrepresent the original wording.

Citing the UNESCO
-

Courier, November 1978, the negative presented the
· evidence as follows !
Thirteen to fourteen million people are
employed by multi-nationals directly.
The original wording is as follows.
It has been es ti mated that tne multi-nationals employ a total _of thirteen to
fourteen million people.7
The . phrase

11

it has been estimated .. was ·omitted in the oral

presentation.
'I(

~

The word

11

directly ~

was added.

The

omission of the qualifying phrase suggests a certainty
that the original wording does not provide.
In two instances, it was not possible to find the
quotation s cited.

One was reported as taken from the

Decemb-er 22, 1978 issue of Time and the other from the
August 14, 1978 issue of Fortune.
22, 1978 issue of Time.

There is no December

Although there is an August 14,
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1978 issue of

Fortune~

the material being referred to

could not be found in that issue.
Of the eight verifiable citations provided by the

-

negative, one (or 12 percent) _was altered in the oral
presentation from the original wording.

There were two

instances (or 25 percent) in which the quotations could
not be found in the source cited.
Synthesis
In debate two, the wording of the original material was altered twice in the oral presentation of the
evidence.

In neither instance did the alteration mis-

represent the intent of the original wording.
-

In two

-

other instances, evidence was reported as having been
taken from a source that either did not exist or from an
issue that did exist, but the particular reported wording
could not be found.
Debate Three
-

Affirmative
In debate three, only two
-were verifi able.

In each

affi~mative

instance~

the oral

citations
presen~ation

of the evidence accurately reported the original wording_.
The quotations were from the March 13, 1977 issue of the
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New York Times Magazine 8 and the Summer 1978 issue of
the Atlantic Community Quarterly. 9
Negative
As with the affirmative, the negative offered

-

only two verifiable citations in debate two.

In one of

these instances the wording of the original material was
altered in the oral presentation.

The change in the

wording did not appear to alter the meaning of the
original.

The negative reported that the quotation was

taken from the March 4, 1978 issue of Nation.

As pre-

sented in the debate, the quotation was as follows:
-

If the government does not have the will
to help the small farmers outside organizations can't force them to do it. We can
advise, we can write provisions in our projects, but without that genuine commitment on
the part of the government, it just won't
work.
The original wording was slightly different:
_ A World Bank official explains if the
government does not have the will to help t~ 0
small farmers we can't force them to do it.
This omission and substitution of words in the oral
presentation from the original work does not appear to
-

misrepres e nt the evidence.
Synthesis
Inasmuch as only four citations were verifiable
in debate three, the potential exists for challenges to
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-

the veracity of evidence.·
-

However~

non-verifiable evidence is not
citations which were

an examination of

possible~

-

verifiable~

For the four

the oral presentation

altered the text of the material in two instances.

In

neither instance was the original wording seemingly
misrepresented, however.
Debate Four
Affirmative
Of the six verifiable sources presented by the
affirmative in debate four, one situation arose in which
material was added to the original wording.

This

alteration did not change the meaning of the material.
-

The affirmative merely supplied the qualifications of
the person being quoted within the text of the article.
Found in the April 1979 issue of the Bulletin of the
Atomic Scientists~ 11 the added wording is bracketed in
the following quotation:
As for the problem of waste disposal, Mr.
Frazier Cleader of the liberal national
country coalition and prime minister of
Au s t r a 1 i a] sa i d , th e techno 1o gy for the
handling, solidification, and safe storage of
high evel radioactive liquids exists."
11

The qualifications of Frazier were provided earlier in
the article and were accurately reported by the speaker.
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-

.Negative
In debate

four~

the negative presented eleven

verifiable source citationso
~ere

-

Of these

eleven~

there

four instances {36 percent) in which the original

-··.wording was altered in the oral presentation. In the
first case, the negative made two tense changes. The
quotation taken from the February 18, 1980 issue of U.S .
.News and World Report 12 was reported as follows by the
-negative.

-

-

The involved tense change s will be under-

scored.

All together developing nations, outside
-of OPEC, owe banks around the world an esti,mated $18o-billion at the end of 1979, over
four times the claims of five years ea~· lier.
-

In the original it was indicated that the developing
nations owed an estimated $180 billion.

This changing

of tense does not appear to misrepresent the original.
Even with this

alteration~

it is still apparent that the

·time frame being dealt with was 1979.
The second alteration of material in the oral
.

..

-

.

preseritatio n of evidence by the negative also involved
a tense changeo
.

·indicated

.

above~

From the same U.S. News article
the quotation was presented as follows.

Ten countries are in hock to U.S. banks
for more than $1 bTTTion each o . .
The original wording was that the ten countries "were ..
in hock to U.S. banks. 13

This substitution of "are" for
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"were 11 does alter the meaning of the original somewhat.
It suggests a 11 present 11 state which theauthors may not
have intended.
In the third alteration, one phrase was omitted
from the original wording.

Once again, from the February

18, 1980 issue of UDS. News, the material was reported

as follows:
. It may take as much as eighty percent_of
Brazil's 1980 export earnings just to service
debts ~ccording to U.S. regulator!].
The omitted phrase is indicated in the brackets.

This

alteration of evidence as orally presented does appear to
accurately represent the U.S. News article.
-

-

The fourth alteration similarly involved the
February 18, 1980 issue of U.S. News.
negative added one phrase.
for nby."

In this case, the

They also substituted

11

through"

The added ·phrase is indicated in brackets in

the following quotation:

In the process [Qf giving loans to the
the banks assumed a role previously
performed by publicly supported financial
institutions such as IMF and the World Bank
o~ handled by [throug~ bilateral governme~t
a1d.
LDCs~

Immediate l y preceding this quotation in the original
article, it was made clear that the statement was being
made in reference to loans being given to LDCs.

Therefore,

the phrase could scarcely misrepresent the original
wording.

Rather this alteration made the context of the
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quotation clearer.

The substitution of

11

by 11 for

11

through 11

similarly does not appear to misrepresent the original
wording.
Synthesis
Of the fifteen verifiable quotations reported in
-

debate four. five instances {33 percent) arose in which
the original wording of the material was altered.
three cases phrases were added to the original.

In
These

alterations did not seemingly mi srepresent the original
material.

The phrases added merely made the context

of the original wording clearer by either adding the
qualifications of the person being quoted or by explaining
to what the article was referring.

In the other two

instances in which the material was altered in the oral
presentation. words were substituted for the original
wording.

The wording was altered to indicate that the

original was dealing with present tense rather than past
tense.

-

Since other material was available in the

reported content (the specific time frame involved) the
substitutions did not misrepr esent the original material.
Debate Five
Affirmative
Of the twenty-four citations reported by the
-

-

affirmative in debate five, only one (4 percent) was
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-

-

..

verifiable.

The affirmative accurately reported the

original wording of the definiti on of foreign trade from
the 1968 editio n of Black's Law Dictionary. 14
Negative
In debate five, the negativ e only offered three

-

pieces of evidence.

In each instan ce, the source as
-

was verifiable.

repo~ted

Furthermor e, the negative did

.accurately report the materialo

The oral presentation

-

of the evidence did not result in any alteration of
the orig inal wording whatsoever.
Synthesis
Althoygh all verifiable evidence was accurately
repotted in debate five, it is not possible to make a
-

clear determination of the veracity of the reported
material . Only four the the twenty-seven citations
{approx imately 15 percent) .were verifiable.
Debate Six

Affirmative

-

Of the thirteen verifiable quotations found in
debate six» the affirmative altered the original wording
in three cases (23 percent)o

In the

fi~st

instance,

the May 22, 1978 issue of Business Week was cited.
phrase was omitted in the oral presentation.

One

The omitted
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quotation~

phrase is indicated by brackets in the following
as reported by the affirmative:
According to Joel Popkin of the NBR, the
oil price rise was responsible for about onethird of the increase in U.S. prices between
the last ouarter of 1973 and the last quarter
of 1975 . ro

Although the omitted phrase specifies the involved time
span referred to in the original, its omission does not
seem to misrepresent the original wording.

However, the

omission of the time frame could suggest an inaccurate
-

sense of recency to the evidence.
The second instance in which the oral presentation
represented altered wording involved the July
issue of Science.

13~

1979 .

-

The reported content of the evidence is

as follows:
Of the 8.5 million barrels of oil imported
a day by the U.S.~ no less than five to six
million are directly attributable to the low
price policy.
The actual wording

foun~

in the original is--

Of the 8.5 million barre1s a day imported
by the U.S.~ no less than five to six million
are_dirl~tly attributable to the low price
pol1cy.
This alteration of the wording found in the oral presentation does not change the meaning of the material.

The

actual wording change is minor.
The· March 3, 1980 issue of U.S. News and World
Report was the source in the third case in which the
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original wording was altered.

In this specific case, the

word "rising 11 was substituted for

11

larger.

11

The place-

ment of this substitution is indicated in the following
quotation by brackets.
At the same time, another White House
official concedes, "in the short-term we
can't control inflation ... These officials
contend that foreign prices stem mainly
from larger ~ising in the origina~_ oil
costs, • • •
This substitution is an insignificant altering of the
original wording and therefore is not considered to have
misrepresented the original source.
Negative
In debate six, the negative altered the wording
of two original items of material.
substituted words.

The first case they

This substitution was minor and did

not constitute a misrepresentation of the original
wording.

Material from the March, 1980 issue of U.S.

News and World Report was reported as follows:
Here at this strategic part on the Horn
of Africa, the U.S. is set to convert a onetime Soviet base into al<ey link of a military chain designed to-block Russia from
seizing control of the flow of Mideast oil. 18
In this particular oral presentation,
for

11

s a i d " an d

11

11

Set" was substituted

a 11 was s u b s t i t u t e d f o r " t h e . 11

stitution of "set 11 for

11

The s u b ~- .

said 11 does appear to alter the

interpretation of the original wording.

"Set" suggests
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a certainty of action.

"Said" does not.
-

-

The second instance involved the January 21, 1980
issue of Newsweek.

-

The negative omitted a phrase at the

end of the quotation found in the original wording.

The

omitted phrase is indicated by brackets in the following
quotation:
With the Soviet Union flexing its muscles
and with the government of Ankara a bit weak
on its legs~ Turkey agreed to allow the U.S.
to stay in twenty-six bases temporarily until
a final understanding can be drawn-up .
The omission of ·this phrase has the potential for creating an unintended intrepretatio n of the material.

As
-

-

reported by the negative, one could be led to believe
that the bases may be retained permanently.

However,

the omitted phrase would make this conclusion questionable.

Therefore, this reporting of . the original mate:ial

seems to misrepresent the original wording.
Synthesis

In debate six, there were five instances in which
the original wording was altered in the oral presentation
-

of the evidence.

In three cases» the substitution of

words for the original was mino r and did not appear to
~lter

-

-

the meaning of the involved materiale

In the last

two instances, phrases were omitted in the oral presentation. In the first, the meaning does not appear to have
been altered by the speaker.

This report does make it

,,
r
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- less clear in terms of the involved time frame, however.

_In the second case in which a particular phrase was
-

.omitted in the reporting of the evidence, the omission
,. does a 1 t e r the a p p are n t i n ten t of t h e a u t h or s of t h e
~riginal

work.

The oral .presentation could suggest a

:permanent situation while the original wording suggests
only a temporary situationo

This could be considered

to be a significant alteration of the interpretation
of the original wording o
Debate Seven
-

Affirmative

In debate seven s the affirmative offered nine
-

source citations which were verifiable.

Of these, the

original wording was altered in five instances (55 per- cent) ~

-

instances~

the affirmative was paraphras-

ing the original wording.

In another case, a phrase was

In two

-

.

omitted.

In two other situations, the affirmative either

omitted or added words not found in the original.
-

.

The first paraphrase involved the September 1975
issue of t he Bulletin of Atomic Scientists.

The material

-

was reported by the affirmative as follows:
Using EPA statistics and ERDA statistics,
Corney concluded that the fatality rate is 982
-deaths per kilowatt year, which would equal
8,400 deaths per year from mill tailings.

I
I

I
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This paraphrasing was mostly accurate.

On pages 44-45 of

the issue, most of the information presented by the
-

affirmative was found.

The article does refer to an

Environmental Protectiona Agency study which draws the
conclusion indicated in the oral presentation.

However,.

no reference was made to ERDA (presumably the Energy
Research and Development Administration). 19 By adding

ERDA to the evidence, -more credibility may have been given
to the conclusions drawn in the paraphrase than was
-

· deserved.
The June/July 1979 issue of Technology Review
was the source of the second paraphrase.

The affirmative

reported the content of the material as follows:
Dr. Sprung calculated that the early
fatalities if any of the operating reactors
should suffer an accident would be about
30,000 to 40,000 people.
The original

from which this quotation was drawn

wor~ing

is:

.Dr. Sprung calculated that the "early
fatalities" .that would result if any one of
eleven operating reactors should suffer an
accident in which a "non-bouyant plume .. of
"relatively cold radioactive gases were
released to the atmosphere. About 30,000
to 40 , 000 people would die within several
months following such a re~ 0 ase from the
Zion nuclear reactor . • .
11

The in~ol~ed paraphrase here does seem to accurately
reflect the wording of the original source.

II I
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In another case i'nvolving the June/July 1979
-

-

issue of Technology Review, the affirmative slightly
altered the original wording in their oral presentation.
-

In this case the affirmative substituted two words and
added one other.

The added word is underscored in the

following reported quotation:
After November 30, 1978, seventy~two
commercial reactors held operating licenses
with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The
~an II i n t h e 0 r i g i n a 1J i n l t i a 1 cad d i t i Q n a11n
the ori gina!] ninety reactors have . been . _
issued construction permits, four more have
limited work authorizations, and thirty-seven
more are on oder.
The substitutions of "the" for

11

an 11 and "initial

11

for

"additional" do not appear to alter the meaning of the
original material.

The addition of "more" similarly does

not signifi cantly change the · wording of the original
content.
-

In one other instance the affirmative slightly
altered the wording of the original work in their oral
presentation.

-

-

This particular instance involved the

December 25, 1978 issue of Business Week.

The content

-

was reported as follows by the affirmative:
C rter will push for nuclear licensing
reform, and a reommendation to support current
generation nuclear reactor construction more
forcefully will · soon reach him.
The original wording is-Carter will push for reactor licensing
reform Chis aides sai], and a recommendation

.

I

I

I

Ill
I.
I
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to support current generation nuclear reactor
c?ns~luction more forcefully will soon reach
h1m.
The substitution of "reactor" for "nuclear" and the
omission of the phrase "his aides say" do not appear to
alter the intended meaning of the original work.
In the final instance in which the affirmative
altered the wording of the original work. one phrase was
omitted.

The omitted phrase in the April 16. 1979 issue

of Time is noted in brackets.
Despite the uproar on U.S. policy on nuclear
energy it is not expected to change significantly
~lthough Congress is sure _to demand tighter safeguards and a far more active Nuclear Regulatory
Commissio~.
Quietly but firmly, Carter main
tained his commitment to nuclear development. 22
Although the omiss i on could understate the resolve of the
status

quo~

the conclusions regarding Carter•s commitment

to nuclear energy do accurately reflect the original
wording.

Perhaps some "card-stacking

11

by the debaters

may be evident here.
Negative
Of the nine citations offered by the negative,
-

only one (11 percent) .was verifiable.

The one verifiable

-

source citation involved the September 14, 1977 issue of
the New York Times.
the original wording.

The quoted material exactly matched

I
I
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Synthesis
In debate seven, the original wording was altered
in five cases.

In none of these instances did it appear

that the original material was significantly misrepresented.

Two _ instances involved the paraphrasing of the

nriginal wording.

In one paraphrase it was suggested

that the conclusion drawn in the original was the result
of EPA and ERDA studies.
made in the original.

Only reference to the EPA was

The other three alterations of

the original wording involved either the substitution
of words for the original or the omission of phrases
found within the original.

These alterations did not

significantly alter the meaning of the involved

mat~rial.

Debate Eight
Affirmative
Of the seven verifiable citations offered by the
-

affirmative in debate eight, there was one occasion
(14 percent) in which the original wording was altered
-

in the oral presentation of the evidence.

This alteration

involved a paraphrase of the March 13, 1978 issue of Time.
In the debate, the material was reported as follows:
We are the worl ·d~s largest importer of
$Ugar., importing eleven million tons a year.
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The original wording

was~

-

As the world•s biggest importer (eleven
million tons a year)~ the U.S. used to control
its vast imports by doling out quotas to
exporting nations gZ 3
This particular
repo~t

~araphrase

does appear to accurately

the meaning of th e original work.
For· the

-

pieces of evidence pre-

sii ~ additional

-

-

-

sented by the affirmative in which the source citation
~ was

-

verifiab le» the wording was reported exactly as it

~ppeared

in the origi nal sou rceo
-

Negative
Of the eleven verifiable pieces of evidence presente d in debate eight by the negative, all were reported

exactly as they

a~peared

in the original work.
Synthesis

Ove rall, of the eighteen pieces of evidence in

·which the source citation was

-

verifiable~

only once

(approx imately 6 percent) _was the original wording altered.
In this particular instance the speaker paraphrased the
origin al work accurately.
Analysis
Of the ninety-two pieces of evidence examined in
which the reported source citation was verifiable, the
wording was altered in the oral presentation from the

I I

iI
I
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original work in twenty-four instances (26
In these twenty-four

cas es~

percent)~

the speaker changed the

-wording through the substitution and/or omission of
_phrases and/or words or by parf phrasing the original
_wording.

In one instance, the actual nature of the

source being reported was wit hheld.

In three instances,

the repor ted source was not in print.

In two additional

cases, the reported source was in print, but the particular wording could not be found in the indicated issue.
Of the twenty-four ins tances in which the original
wording was altered, the interp retation of the material

-

may have potent i ally been change d in five cases (21 percent) .

Although the importance of

varied~

the reporting of eviden ce did not appear to

th~

alterations

-

specific ally conform to the original interpretation.
-Degrees of certainty were suggested in the oral presentation whic h were not found wit hin the original work.
Potentia lly important qualify ing phrases were omitted.
~his a-lteration of evidence may not have been intentional.
-

-

It may have been the result of careless reporting due to
the time constraints and pressure s of the particular
- deb~te.

However, that does not excuse the practice.
.

-

- -Ehninger and Brockriede have noted that
_ Deliberate attempts to manipulate_data to
give them more weight than they deserve ~!alate
--what may be termed an ethic of evidence.

I
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The implications of this manipulation are suggested as
,they coritinue their discussion.
.

.

. Such deliberate suppression of unfavorable
evidence throws judges• views of a problem out
of balance and makes a critical decision
difficult. 2 t:>
In those situations in which the omission and/or substitution of words and/or phrases potentially alters the
interpretation of the original
tions are

paramount ~

work~

ethical considera-

Ehninger and Brockriede further

argue that the willful modification of the wording of
in order to mislead falls within the realm of
-~eliberate fal sification. 26 Furthermore, they indicate
~tatement s

-

delib erate falsification not .only violates
the principl es of critical deliberation but also
constitu tes dishonesty of the worst sort.27
••

G

Erwin P. Bettinghaus extends the ethical consideratiors
to persuas ive situatiohs of all ·kinds.

He rates:

• • • .when we use persuasion, we should do so
from a position consistent with tbe 28t of
-ethical and moral standards we have.
This manipulat ion of data may not have been deliberate,
~ and

.

-

-

therefore, the intenti ons of the involved individuals
.

-

.may not be deserving of such ethical questioning •
.
.. However~ the seemingly deliberate misrepresentation of
-the true nature of sources being quoted (Debate One-·•The Windfall Profits or the Windfall
-

Tax~

World Report) is deserving of question.

.. U.S. News and

Also deserving
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of ethical questioning is the reading of evidence in five
instances from sources that are not in print.

This

problem further extends itself to the reporting of
-

evidence when the source

exists~

but the actual wording

cannot be discovered.

-

Overall, as has been previously mentioned twice,
the reporting of sources that do not exist and the
seeming misrepresentin g of the wording of original sources
may be the result of careless practice.
is not excused.

This practice

Furthermore, since only 27 percent of

the reported citations were

verifiable~

this section are subsequently limited.

the findings in
Further misstating

-

of sources and altering of evidence most likely exists.
Debaters would be well advised to more carefully and
accurately cite sources and more exactingly report the
evidence utilized.
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CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AN D CONCLUSIONS
Summary
The use of evidence in competitive debate has
dramatic ally increased over t he past twenty years.

With

this in crease» . questions have ar i sen concerning · the
ethic al use of evidence. Specifi cally~ allegations have
been made which suggest that so me debaters manipulate the
materia l they are quoting in a manner which alters the
~ origin al
~ made

interpretation.

Also, allegations have been

th at occasionally debaters f abricate evidence.

This s tudy represents an attempt t o . discover the merits
of the se claims as

demonst~ated

at one particular

-tournament--the 1980 South Dakot a State High School Debate
Tournam ent .
.

-

To complete this analysi s, fourteen ··rounds .of
-debate were electronically

~ecor d e d

rounds of debate included both the.
and th e quarter-final,

semi-final~

on tape.
11

These

A" and. ".B" divisions

and final rounds.

Permissi on to conduct the study was granted by Ralph
Wilkinso n, Executive Secretary of the South Dakota High
School Ac tivities Association.
complet ed~

After the taping was

eight tapes were sel ect e d for study.

The names

I iI
I
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of the schools and competitors were
study to assure anonymity.

n~t

included in the

Transcripts were then made

which included only the apparent evidence citations and
allusions to evidence.

Evidence citations were analyzed

to determine the adequacy of documentation.
research was then

initiated~

Library

for those evidence citations

-

that were judged verifiable, to discover if they reported
content of the source material was accurately presented
by the debaters .
An analysis was undertaken to examine the accuracy
of documentation.

Of the 336 citations offered through-

out the eight debate ro unds studied, only ninety-two
-

(26 percent) were verifiable.

The -most common faults

in the citing of sources were the failure to provide
the exact date of publication, the name of the person
being quoted or the page number (in the case of government
publications)~ -

In five instances only the name of the

person being quoted was indicated without noting the
publication from

whi~h

of the publication.

the quotation was drawn or the date

In thirty-two instances the name of

the person being quoted and the year from which the
quotation was drawn were indicated.
-

However, rio other

information was provided relevant to the sour.ce.

In

eighteen additional cases, the debaters made unclear
references to a source without i-ndicating the name of the

~

I
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person being quoted, the date of publication, and/or
the origin or nature of the source.
Further analysis was undertaken to examine the
- ~ccuracy

of the reported content when compared with the

original source.

The findings of this section were

limited because of the inabi lity to verify many of the
reported sources.

Less than one-third of the evidence

citations were complete enough to allow discovery of the
original materialo
Of the ninety-six verifiable citations, there
were twenty-four instances (26 percent) _in which the
reported c ont ent differed from the original wording.

-

In five instancesp the alteration appeared to change the
intended interpretation of the materia19

This was done

through the substitution of and/or the omission of wo1ds
and/or phrases o The change in wording either added
-~egrees

of certainty not found in the original or omitted

potentiall y important qualifying phrases.

In one case

the actua l nature of the source was withheld.

The

source was reported as U.S. News and World Report.
Although t he reported content was found in this publication, the actual source was a Mobil Oil Company advertisemente

In three other instan ces9 the reported source was

not in ·: print .

In two additional instances, the reported

source was iri print, but the particular wording could not
be found.
Conclusions
This study dealt with selected debates at the
1980 Stat e Tournament.

Only the quarter-finals, semi-

finals, and the finals of the
taped.

11

A" and "8 11 divisions were

While this study only anal yzes one particular

tourname nt, it, nevertheless, shoul d be representative
of high school competitive debate.

These teams should

represen t the finest skill and train1ng in South Dakota
debate .

The tournament is intended to i nclude only the

top sixtee n debate t eams in both divisions.

Therefore,

the followi ng conclusions appea r to be warranted:

le

For more than half of the instances, the

report ed source citations were inade quate and did not
allow the listener to verify the source.
2Q

Either carelessness or the deliberate manip-

ulation of evidence resulted in a number of alterations
in the original wording in the oral presentation.

3G

To the extent that the findings of this

study are representative of high school debating, serious
shortco mings of debate ethics appear to exist with
-regard to the use of evidence.
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Recommendations for Further Study
As the findings of t his study are limited, future
study could more fully determi ne conclusions to be
reached concerning the practice s of high school debaters.
Further study could be useful i n determining how widespread the problems of inadequate source documentation
,and evid ence manipulation are. Therefore, the following
recomme ndations for further stud y are suggested.

lo

Future South Dakota State High School Debate

Tournaments could be stu died in or der to further test
the f i nding s of this study.

2.

The National Forensic Le ague•s annual high .

schoo l tournament coul d be studied.

mi~ht

This

provide

a bro ader view of the accuracy of documentation and
-

eviden ce citations as utilized by "top level" high sct.ool
debate rs from various sectors of the United States.

· 3.

The methods employed i n this current study

could be applied to championship tournaments in surrounding sta tes .

This might allow a more complete analysis

of the pracitces of competitors f ro m adjacent states
regar ding
tions "

ccuracy in documentatio n and

-

evid~nce

cita-

\

APPENDIX
TRANSCRIPTS
This appendix includes evidence transcripts of
the eight rounds of debate studied.

Only in those
-

-

instances in which the source citation was judged verifiable was the entire text of the quotation included.
those citations judged inadequate, only the

source~

For
as

reported has been provided.
Debate One
Affirmative :
Magazines
1.

"The Bulletin of Atomic Scientists, 1977."

2.

uRepresentative Mike McCormack, Nation's Business,
January 1980.
"A catastrophic depression would result if we lose
Saudi Arabian oil ...

3.

"Newsweek,

11

January 7, 1980.

11

-

"Their broadest objective .was to expand Soviet
influ _nce in the Middle East. The CIA is convinced
that the Russians will be oil importers by the mid1980s said Neumann, former amabassador to
Afgha~istan.
That by itielf will make the area
very important to them."
4.

11

Newsweek,

11

March 3, 1980."

"Even
so, it is the external threat that most worries
the Saudis. They have already been buffetted by

~

.
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the revolutionary unrest in Iran. The invasion of
Afghanistan has given them migraines about the
territorial integrity of the Persian Gulf states .and
even prompted them into what one diplomat calls a
•shotgun wedding• with leftist Iraq to bolster
regional security."
5.

"Stanford Magazine, Winter 1979."
"A natural consequence of these policies has · been
the creation of a great deal of uncertainty for
those contemplating research energy investments,
which also causes them to direct their efforts
.
towards getting around the regulations rather . than
towards finding more energy. The . result is burgeoning oil imports now putting pressure on world prices
to the detriment ·of all importing countries."

6.

11

Stanford Magazine, Winter 1979. 11
..

.

cHowever, disincentives remain. The windfall profits
tax as proposed will impede investment. This falls
from the proposition that windfall profit is defined
in terms of profit from oil sold at the world price,
i f f u t u r e r e a 1 o i 1 p r i c ·e s are ex p e c t e d to i n c r e a s e ...
7.

"Time, January 15, 1979. 11
within a decade, according to intelligence
reports, the Soviet Union will be running short of
the oil it needs to fuel an expanding economy. Thus,
the region could easily become the fulcrum of world
conflict in the 1980s ...

~sut

8.

11

Time, March

12~

1979."

GQil expert Walter Levi wondered if the U.S. should
instead do its best to prop up the present leaders,
trying to buy time. Levi readily admitted that this
approach collapsed in Iran. Supporting the status
quo, he said, 'Maybe it's another five or ten years
in Saudi Arabia.'"
9,

·~ T i me

, No v em b e r 2 6 , 19 7 9 .

11

erhe u.s., .which is still hurting from the two-month
loss of Iranian crude earlier this year, almost any
new interuption of supply no matter how modest _or
brief, wi 11 lead to tighter markets."
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10.

"The Windfall Profits or the Windfall Tax~" U.S.
News and World Re port, Apri 1 23, 1979."
"The

Pre~id ent•s windfall tax plan would impose on
Amer1can consumer the bu rden of higher prices
Wlth out the prospect o~ inc re~sed supply by taking
away money needed for 1ncrea s1ng production and
expl oration ."
t~e

11 •

11

U • S . Ne ws a n d vJ o r 1 d Re p o r t ,

11

No v em b e r 5 , 1 97 9 . "

hThe most imm ediate concern of Saudi Arabia Kuwait
Iraq , Bahrain, Qatar, the Uni ted Arab Emiraies and · ~ ·
Oman is the spillover from the Islamic revolutlon in
Iran . But all worry also about the lengthening
shad ow of the Soviet Union . . • Two million barrels
of oil go to the U.SQ alone , about one-quarter of
U.S. to tal i mports."
Newspape rs
1.

11

Th e Argus Leader!! November 2 1, 1979.

11

~we bett er believe the United States has allowed its
sel f-reli ance on Arab oil. The two bi ggest exporters
are Saudi Arabia and Iran, both solid American
fri ends .
11

2.

11

Th e De s Moines Register, Novem ber 5, 1979.

11

hlod ay• s t roubles--high inf lation, energ y scarcity
are attribu table by contrast on our abil ities to
tru st these pborlems at home and abroad ...
3.

"The Minnea polis Tribune, Janu ary 22, 1980 ...
11 Saud i
leader s believe the Krmlin is bent on consolid ating a strip on South Yemen as a part of a
plan toencir cle the Persian Gulf resources and vital
ship ping lanes and sources at it."

4.

"The Christian Science Monitor, Januar y 2, 1979 ...
"As the go~ernment ho 1 ds ~own the price ·?f crude oi 1
from pricing controls, th1s cou~t~y_cont 1nue~ to be
in the bizzare position of subs1d1z1ng the 011
The same the government regularly ~enounces
. po t
1.m
r s.
as exc essive and dangerous to na t.1ona 1 secur 1 ty • "

I
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5.

"The Christian Science

Mo nitor~

January 30, 1980. 11

The . purpose of decontrol is to pro~ide dollars to
pro d~cers to ext~act more oil and natural gas in
Ame r1ca. By tak1ng away these dollars, Congress will
mak e us more dependent on foreign . oil and domestic
pro duction will decline further just as it has ~ince
pr ice controls have been imposed.
11

11

6.

"The New York Times 9 1977."

7.

"The New York Times, 1980.

8.

HThe Wall Street Journal, May 14, 1979."

11

"With the tax in effect permane ntly continues to
-domes tic cru de price control with the severity of
th e OPEC price increases, Mra Wallace added ...
9 ..

"The Wall Street Journal, Janua ry 14, 1980."
a; A form e r to p Ca r t e r ad mi n i s t r at i o n off i c i a 1 n o ted
that the monetary system is in danger of avalance ·
that can be set off by anythi ng."

10 .

11

The Wall Street Jou rnal, Janu ary 21, 1980."

~However serious the threat f rom outside, the bi~gest
dange r to Saudi oil can come from inside the country.
Saud i Arabia has suffered from more than one internal
shoc k lately . "

llo

"The Wall Street Journal,
·May 21 , 19 79 • "

1

They 'v e Done It Again,•

"This time indeed again the Administration has outdon e itself. It's OPEC tax, a fifty percent tax on
any future i ncr eases i n the rea 1 p r i c e of energy ,_· . .
carrie s a double whammy. First, it converts _contr-o ls·
th at expire in two years into affirmative tax.
Sec on d , it . falls most heavily on qil that has not yet
been discovered . It not onl y dra1ns revenues from
the oil business, but dampens the incentive to find
new energy ...
12 ..

"Th~ - Wall Street Journal, -Febr~ary 22, 1980.

11

GC~ rter indicated he sig~ed the windfall ~rofi~s
legi slation. The levy w1ll start March f1rst.
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Books
·1 ..

11

William Simon, A Time for Truth, 1978."

If - the energy industry were simply freed from the
regulatory bondage and allowed to function sanely,
they will pay for their own expansion out of their
own profits. That is free enterprise. And in tne
entire history of mankind, nothing has ever served
better as a catalyst and stimulant to invention
and innovation than the profit system. That system
will quickly bring about the increased production for
11

self -suff iciency.~~

Governm ent publicati ons
1..

"The . Energy Petroleum and Extension Act Hearings of
1974 . 11

2.

11

The National University Extension Agency, 1978." ·

1.

11

Blac k's Law Dictionary."

2..

"The Wisdom DictionarY..

Other

11

Negative
Magazin es
1 ..

·~ Bu s

2.

"Current, 1979."

3.

11

i n e s s We e k , 1 9 7 7 . "

( c i t e d t h r e e t i me s )

(cited two times)

Current History, July/August 1978 ...

"New Federal regulations and incentives and federal
oil policy can alt~r this_s~tuation. for example,
Congress is mandat1ng .a m1n1mum auto average gas
mileage allowance. Tax rebates a~d low · cost ~oans
to be provided to all owners who 1nsulate the1r
homes. New Construction standards .for improved
energy efficiency are being promulaged ...
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4.

"Cur rent

History~

January 1980."

~Two ~

we have cooperated wi th all of these countries
past and been involved in the peace process as a
fu 11 partner."
1n

5.

11

CU rrent History, January 198 0 .

II

"In ~978,_Sa~di Arabia establ ished an upward ceiling
of .f1ve m1ll1on barrels dail y as a conservative
mea sure. Recent increase s in output above that
ceili ng is opposite decline an d shqrtages in the U.S.
and . elsewhere . In return~ the Saudi •s expect the
U.S •. to use its influence to in duce Israel to reach
an overall settlement, includ in g a West Bank.
11

6.

"For eign Policy,

i.

"For eig n Affairs, '1 974.

8.

"For tune , 1974 . "

9.

For tune, Ju .ly 31~ 1979, page 58. 11 (This source
was cited twice. There is no Jul y 31, 1979 issue
of Fortun e magazine.)

1975~"
11

11

10 ..

"Na tion , 1978 . 11

(cited tw·ice)

11 .

"Th e Nat ional Journal, June 16, 1978, page 118.
(Th e quote was not found in this issue. )

12..

"The New Republic, July 21-28 , 1979, page 14."

11

Tax es paid on profits in no way limit the ability
of a company to make profits--in othe r words to
comp are."
11

13.

11

Th e Progres sive ., February 1980, page 23.

11

hTh e phased -in decontrol of crude oil prices launched
last lune by the Carter Administratio n will boost
domest ic crude prices from the presen t average of
about $12 per barrel to the world ca rtel price, now
·more· than $27, by October 1981 . . If C o ngr~ss doesn •-t
revers e the Administration's act1on, he ·w1ll cost
consum ers about $50 million a year ! t hr~ugh OPEC
price increases. Oil company prof1ts w1ll nearly
doubl e.
11

•
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14.

11

The Pr ogres sive, Feb r uar y 1980, page 25."

11

The su ppli es of thes e .ot her fuels are important to
that they can be substitu ted for imported

t~e . ext e nt

01l o 11

15 .

11

·

The Pr ogressive, February

1980~

page 25."

•: Th e a ve r a g e r e t a i 1 p r i c e o f g a s o 1 i n e , i n c 1 u d i n g
taxes, has been raised fro m about seventy cents per
gallon in January 1979 to more than one dollar at
the en d of the year . "
16.

11

The

-

Progressive~

February 19 80, page 25."

~=The 19 79 Opec_ price rises, a s . 1 arge as they have
been, would have justified a gasoline price rise of
only twelve to fifteen cents.
11

17o

11

i8

••

o

Scie nce Digest, 1976. 11
T i ~ , Fe b r u a r y 1 l , 1 9 8 0 ~ "

"The U.S . ambassador Sol Li nowitz managed at least a
mino r breakthrough in the stal l e d talks between
Egypt and Israel. With only fo ur months left before
the . e xpiration of the May dead line limit on the
issu e, the Carter administration is anxious to speed
up th e pace of the negotiations ."
19.

11

Time 9 February

18:r~

198 0."

Saud i Arabia's domestic prob l em s and its oil policy
are in extricably linked. The Sau di's acknowled ge
tha t th eir national securit y depends ultimately on
the United States • power."
11

20.

11

U. S. News and World Report.~~

Journals
1. 11 Th e . Jour nal of Contemporary Law , Winter 1979, page

19. "
Resea rc h and De~e l o pme~t.Admin~strat ion
11 Ener gy
repor ts and Feder al Energ y A dm1n1~trat1on Programs.
Esti mat e d sola r en e r gy cou ld prov~de two to three
perc ent of national ener gy ne e ds 1n 1985, seven
perc ent by 20 00 , a nd t\-Jen ty-fi ve percent by 2020."

•
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2.

11

The 01· 1 an d Gas Journal, 1978."

(cited four times)

Newspape rs
(none)
_!!ooks
(none)

-

Governmen t publications
11

1•

T h e Co n g l' e s s i o n a 1 Re c o r d , 1 9 7 9 ...

"The Ener gy Commission Report, 1977~

2o

11

Other
The Contr ol of Oil, 1976 . "

1.

11

2o

"The Cybernetic Theory of Possession, 1974."

3.

11

Proj ect Ind ependence, 1977.

11

Debate Two
Affir ma tive
Magazi nes
1.

Age nda, Agency for International Deve lopment,
Augus t 1978 ."
11

"Mou nting evidence of such problems has begun to
focus attention on the growth _of labor intensive,
small -scale industries in providing employment and
promot ing development.~~
2.

11

World Issues , December/January 1978."

11 T~x pro;ision s law on foreign subsidiaries of .the
. United States corporations defers payment of taxes

97.

of for eign earnings. The tota l earnings are remitted
to the . U~ited States' . parent. This allow sht u.S.
corpo rat1ons to accumulate fund s in the form of tax
savi ngs, paying little or no ta x on them.
· 3.

"Agen da~ Agency for Internatio nal Law. August 1978~"

"Studi es by the Wolp Internatio nal labor office have
indic ated that there is con sidera ble scope for using
more efficient 1 abor ·j ntens i ve me thods 'and for
rela tivel y simple technologies are available to raise
human p r o d u·c t i v i t y .. "
4.

"Lest er R. Brown'J Futurist, June 197 8."
.

.

"Look ing at the developing countries as a whole, .
the Int ernational labor . office est imates that 24.7
perc ent of the total labor forc e is either out of
work or . underemployed in 197 0 . The com parable figure
for 1980 is expected to appr oach 30 percent."
5..

"Agend a, Agen cey for International
Augu st 197 8."

Dev elopment~

"The comp arison between the tw o tech noligies is
strik ing. An investment of twenty~mi llion rupes can
estab li sh one modern plan capab le of producing about
12,000 tons of sugar a year with 900 emp loyees. · The
same inv estment can build 47 small plant s and a
total output of about 30~000 tons and total employ ment of nearly 10,000~
6.

"Wor ld Develo pment Report,. 1979 . "

7..

"Food Mon itorslt J u1y;Augu st 1978."
"D~ring the fisca l years 1974 through 19 7~,_F?rtune•s
top 50 0 corpo ra tions and ~op 50 b~nks, ut1l1t1es,
and tr anspor tation compan 1e s rece1ve 89 ~erce~t of
the .doll ar volume of OPEC's insurance, f1nanc1ng and
manag em _nt, 71 percent of the insured products.

8.

11

Forbe s , June 1979 . ..

9.

11

Agend a~

.

.

..

..

•.

August 1978.

11

-"The wheel barrows, ox carts and hand operated rail
carts, to all materials ox-drawn, plow~ to break the
ground . and block and tackle systems ex1s ts in order
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to reduce the back-breaking toil and raise _productivity to the .point where labor-intensive construction is cheaper than capitol intensive methods ...
10.

"World Issues') May 1978."

11 .

"Where the American capitol intensive technology has
been transferred to labor intensive in varying st ges
in developing countries, it has put millions of
farmers out of work.
.. Wor 1 d Development . Report, 1 9 7 9 • "
11

·.

-Journ a 1 s
1~

~Georgia

law,

-

Journal of International law and Comparative

1979.

11

Newspaper s
1.

"Wall Street Journal, September 1979 ...

2Q

"Wall Street Journal, September 25, 1979. 11
"MNC's have a third world inv~stment exceeding $70
billion . But the United Nations says these problems
·have created fewer than four million jobs for the
680 million third world people who need them."

Books
1.

"H. W. Singer, The Strategy of International
Development--Essays 1n the Econom1cs of Backwardness

1979. 11

"Support for .their. view is found in risJng unemployment rates, aro_und 25 percent ·in LDC's, which
corres ponds with exports. A causal relation, then,
probably exists between exports and employment. That
is, increased exports generate employment of other_wise unemployed or underemployed resources. Export·
earnings are the LDC's. cheapest form of foreign
exchange while scarcity of foreign exchange is the
central obstacle to economic growth. Increased
trade for example, means broader and more stable tax
bases ' for the LDC government. ..

99

2.

Robert Dupe, U.S. Power in Multi-National Corporations. •=
"Mul ti-national corporations along with the phenomena
of foreign direct investment constitutes a major
innovation in the history of international politics~
in that it seeks .to enable the industrial technological . leader to maintain its dominant economic position. Although technical innovations still diffuse
_abroad , they do so under control data barriers.
They are part of a package of capitol management and
technology. Foreign direct investment becomes, therefore, essentially a .strategy by which to arrest
relative political and economic decline."

3.

~Brookings Institute. American Multi-Nationals and
American Interest, 197 .
· ·

"OPEC tends to promote investment in sectors . of U.S.
exports which might not provide maximum output for
those countries ...
Governmen t publications
1.

"23rd Annual Report of the President of the United
States on Trade Agreements Program, 1978. 11
"One of the important objectives of the ·united St~tes'
international trade and investmen t policy is to
encourage more rapid economic growth in LDC's."
Department of State, August 1978.

11

2.

11

3o

"Congressional Administrative News, Cooperation Act
of 1979, September 1979. 11
"Recent . economic analysis indicates that the growth
and stability of developed countries• economies are
closely linked to the economic health of developing
countr i es. A 40 percent increase in growth rates of
non-oil exporting developing countries it_ is esti~ated
could bring about an annual increase of one . perce~t
in growth rates of the western developed countries."

4.

"U~S~ Department of State."
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Other
1.

"Lockheed Aircraft Corporation vs. Spiran Corporation
in Los Angeles County, California."

2.

"Labor Views on Employment Policy, July 1978.

3•

11

11

1

MNC S t at e Po 1 i c y and I t s I mp a c t o n t h e Un i t e d St ate s ,

Fall 1979."
4.

11

International and Composition Law Center, 1978."

5.

Lawrence White, Princeton University, February
1977. 11
11

Negative
Magazines
1•

11

T i me , Marc h 2 6 , 19 7 9., p . 4 8 . "

The material . results of foreign aid are often
signific ant, but little-known factories, dams and
agricultural projects that create jobs and food,
which in turn contribute to economic and political
advance- -and to good business for the United States."
11

2.

0epartment of State Bulletin, January 1976. 11
f1ve t1mes)

3.

11

World Issues, 1978."

4.

11

UNESCO Courier, November 1978."

11

(cited

cThirteen to fourteen million people are employed
by multi-nationals directl ..v."
5.

11

Ibid."

This figure takes no account of .indirect employment
effects of jobs created through activities of multinational enterprises other than direct investment.
11

6.

"Foreign Policy, Winter _1978."
"The U.S. government reserves the right not only to
protect and promote subsidiaries _in foreign lands
but also on occasion to comman-d and direct them.
11
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7..

"Ti-me~

December 22, 1978.

11

"While fore ign investors may bring capital intensive
labor-saving equpment in one country to where there
is massive unemployment, the do so only to offset
high wages that governments and trade unions would
otherw ise force them to pay."
8.

"Busin ess Week, October 8, 1979.

11

cwith exports . making up about 50 percent of total
GNP and its multi-nationals spanning the globe,
Holland is perhaps the most .open economy in the
world • . Six Dutch-based copanies are ranked in . the
top 100 corporatio ns outside the United States.
Dutch investments overseas are enormous for its size ...
9o

"Fortune , August 14, 1978. 11
"Foreign multi-national coporation sellers equal
3003.15 billion dollars in sales in 1978."

10 .

11

World Business, 1978. 11

Journals
(none)
Newspapers
1..

11

Boston Gl abe, September 5, 1978.

11

"Only last week General Motors announced it would
spend four million dollars on improving worker•s
facilit ies in South American plants, provide training programs for black workers for supervising _in
managemen t jobs ...
Books
. 1

Department of State, The U. S. and· the 3rd World,
i976."

11
0

.

.

Most multi-national corporation's activities take
place within the industrial world itself. only a minor
part in the 3rd world ...
11
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Government publications
.
Regulation~

~pril

1.

"Energy Conservation and

2.

"Mike McCormack& Congressional Record."

4, 1977."

Other
1•

•.• I n t e r n at i o n a 1 Bu s i n e s s En t e r p r i s e , 1 9 7 8 • "

2.

11

Foreign Trade Policies of the United States ...
Debate Three
.

Affirmative
Maoazines
lo

11

Emma Rothschild, Ne\'1 York Times Magazine:t March 13,

1977. 11

- -·

"The .program has failed first of all in its . humanitarian purpose of helping hungry people. During the
world food crisis in 1973-74~ the U.S. actually
reduced its aid to many poor countries, above all to
. Bangladesh at the time of the 1974 famine."
2.

"President Carter, Atlantic Community Quarterly,
Summer 1978.
"To have sufficient food, to live and work, to be
adequately . sheltered and clothed, to live .in a
healthy environment and to be hea.led when ~ sick, to
learn and be taught--these rights, too, must be
the concern of our governments. To meet these needs,
orderly economic growth is crucial."
11

Journals
(none) .
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Newspapers
i ..

11

New York Times, May 22, 1977."

~The difference .between adequate food and the world
food crisis is a multi-calculated tons .of wheat-only .4 to 5 percent of the 1976-77 total grain
production."

nMc.Laughlin» New York Times...

2.

(cited twice)

Books
(none)
.

Government publications
1 ..

· 11 Food for Peace, P . l .. 480. 11
ntitle I of P.L. 480 provides for the congressional
sale of agricultural commodities to friendly
countries .~~

Other
1 ..

"Basic Needs--Some

2.

uooc Agenda

3..

11

4..

.uJames Grant, 1978 ...

5.

11

9

1979 ..

Issues~

1978 ...

11

Eckman and Messias . "

Senator Adlai Stevenson, 1978."
Negative

Maaazines
1.

"American, 1978 ...

104

2.

"James K. Boyce and Betsey Hartman, Nation, March 4,
1978. 11
-

.

-

lf the government does not have the wi 11 .to help
the small farmers outside_organizations can•t force
them.to do it. We can advise, we can . write provisions
in our projects, but without that genuine commitment
on the part of the government, it _just won't work."
11

3.

11

Foreign

Policy~

1977.

11

Journals
{none)
Newspapers
"Christian Science Monitor, November 8, 1978."

1 ..

"Attempts to use western style facilities such as
bulk silos and industrial conduit dryers in orde~
to increase fficiency have always fa.i led."
Books
(none)
Government publications
1.

"Senate Hearings on the Bomb and International
Economic Activity, 1978 ...

2..

"Senator Henry Burke, Congressional Record, 1974."

Other
1•

.11 John Osgoode and Mitchell Walderstein, 1977."

2 ..

11

0. L. Johnson, 1978. 11

(cited six time_s)

3 ..

11

J .. S. Annalt, 1979."

(cited three times)

.4.

"Senator Hubert Humphrey, 1978 ...
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5.
6•

"World

Population~

1978."

. "Professors Hopkins and Pucella, 1979."

7.

11

8.

"INF Survey, 1978."

9.

Saki and Cummings."

-

·u

Interdependent, Apri 1 1979 • .,

-

10.

..Representative James Stewart, 1978."

11 ..

" I n t ro d u c t i o n t o N.u t r i t i o n , 19 76 • "

12 .

"Roger Darwin, 1978."

13.

11

14.

"Morris J. Williams, 1977 ...

LCD in the Third World, 1978."

Debate Four
-

Affirmative
Magazines

lo

11

Chester Cooper, Foreign Policy, 1978. 11

Potential customers are increasingly prone to look
to other countries for nuclear purchases which, in
many cases, follow American designs in these equipment made under licensing arrangements with the U.S.
vendors."
.
"Technology Review, 'The · Nuclear- Dilemma,• May 1979. 11
.
~From this point of view then the weapons proliferation threat to international instability is real~
but is best_addressed at the level of influencing
the incentives and disincentives for . the .acquisition
of weapons. As for the linkage to nuclear power, it
0

3.

i~

4.

small ...

"Don Cook, Fortune, October 23, 1978."
-

Carter's restrictive policies have dealt a blow to
two U.S. nuclear giants- -Westinghouse _and GE--in
11

106

'\

the stiffening competition for major oversea reactor
orders, particularly against_the West Germans and
the French. Last . year, twelve new .power reactors
were ordered throughout the World at a price of .
roughly $1 billion, according to IAEA. The U.S.
lost out on every foreign bid and its share of the
reactor export market was temporarily · reduced to
zero ...
5.

11

Bu 11 e t i n of Atom _i_c Sc i en t i s t s , Fe b r u a r y 1 9 8 0 • "

"As more effort is devoted to searching -for uranium
and .lower types of deposits are investigated, there
is a good . prospect that our uranium resources base
will grow.
11

6.

11

Bulletin of Atomic Scientists, April 1979."

"As .for the problem of waste disposal, Mr • . Frazier
(leader of the liberal national country coalition
and prime minister of Austrailia) said,- 'the
technology for handling, solidifi~ation, and safe _·
storage of high level radioactive liquids exists.
It is now being developed on a commercial scale.'
11

7.

11

Popular Science, 1978.

8.

11

USA Today, 1979 ...
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